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Stephen Peter THOMPSON 

16.1 supa iltmana/J kyac /13/1/8/1 

kim arthas cakaral; I svararthal; I cito 'nta udatto bhavatrty 
antodattatvarn yatha syat I naitad asti prayojanam I ekajayarn 
tatra narthal; svararthena cakareT;anubandhena I pratyaya
svareT;aiva siddham I vise$aT;llrthas tarhi I kva vise$aT;ll
rthenarthal; I asya cvau kyaci ca 

16.5 (7.4.32-33) iti I kye ceti hy ucyamane api kakal; syenayate 
atrapi prasajyeta I naitad asti I tadanubandhakagra
haT;e 'tadanubandhakasya grahm;arn nety evam etasya na 
bhavi$yati II samanyagrahaT;llvigharthas tarhi I kva ca samanya
grahaT;llvighatarthenarthal; I nab kye (1.4.15) iti II 

PaT;ini 3.1.8: The pratyaya kyac acts optionally in the sense of 
'wishing for oneself' after a word ending in a sup/case pratyaya 
expressing the karmanlobject (wished) connected with the wisher's 
self. 

Bhll$ya: What is the purpose of the letter c? For the purpose of accent. 
So that by (the rule) 'cital;' (antal; udattal;) (6.1.163) "There should be 
final udattal; for that having an it/indicatory c". There should be final 
udatta. This is not the purpose. This (pratyaya) has only one vowel. 
Therefore there is no point in (attaching) an it letter c for the purpose of 
accent. By the (standard) pratyaya accent (by adyudattas ca 3.1.3) the 
proper accent is established. 

* The preceding parts of the present paper were published in Nagoya Studies in Indian Culture 
and Buddhism: Sal!lbhti:fti, vols. 23, 24, and 25. In Dr. Thompson's Ph.D. dissertation critical notes 
are provided in chapter 6, but in the present paper those notes are inserted after the text and 
translation of the Mahabhti!}ya on each Pal)inisiltra for the convenience of the reader. Accordingly, 
the present reproduction lacks an independent chapter providing those notes. 
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Then it is for the purpose of distinguishing. Where is the purpose 
of that which is meant for distinguishing? (In the siltra) asya cvau 
(7.4.32) ("A long f is substituted for the final a or a of a nominal stem 
before the (adverbial pratyaya) cvi (5.4.50) abhata tadbhave 
krbhvastiyoge sampadyakartari cvi") and kyaci ca (7.4.33) ("A long 
vowel f is substituted for the final a or a of an miga/nominal stem 
before the denominative pratyaya kyac"). 

For if 'kye ca' is going to be uttered (instead of kyaci ca) here also 
it will wrongly apply in the form syenayate (from kyan) in the sentence 
-..,. api kakal; syenayate (Does the crow in fact behave like a hawk?) not 
'Does the crow desire a hawk for itself'? This is not so. (The paribha~a 
82 tadanubandhakagrahal)e tadanubandhakasya grahal)arrt na. "When 
a term with one or more anubandhalindicatory letters is employed (in 
grammar it does) not (denote) that which in addition to those (one or 
more anubandhas) has another anubandha attached to it", will not be 
applicable in this (form). 

Then it is for the purpose of an unobstructed general mention and 
not a hindrance for the application of the term to others. And where is 
the meaning (found) of 'that which is meant for the purpose of 
unobstructed mention'? (In the siltra) na kye (1.4.15) "The word form 
ending in n is called pada when kya follows. (i.e. the pratyayas kyac 
kyan and kya~". 

16.9 athatmagrahal)arrt kim artham I atmecchayam yatha syat 
parecchayam mil bhad iti I rajfial; putram icchatfti II 
kriyamal)e 'pi va atmagrahal)e parecchayam prapnoti I kirrt 
karal)am I atmana itfyam kartari ~a~tf I iccetyakaro bhave I sa 
yady evatmana icchaty athapi parasyatmecchaivasau bhavati I I 
natmagrahal)enecchabhisambadhyate kirrt tarhi I subantam 
abhisambadhyate I atmano yat subantam iti II yady atmagra
hal)arrt kriyate chandasi parecchayam na prapnoti I mil tva vrka 
aghayavo vidan I tasman nartha atmagrahal)ena I 

Now what is the purpose of the word atman (being mentioned)? So that 
(the pratyaya) acts in the sense of one's own desire and should not be 
applicable in the sense of another's desire e.g. rajfial; putram icchati 
'He wants a son for the king'. Certainly, even when there is specific 
mention of the word atman (for oneself), (the pratyaya kyac) obtains in 
the sense of another's desire. What is the reason? This word iltmanal; is 
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sixth case in the sense of agent (cf. katrkarmanob krti 2.3.65). The 
word 'icchll' is (derived with the) letter a (of the pratyaya sa by 
3.3.101) in the sense of state (of the dhlltu i$ to desire). Even if he in 
fact himself desires that (now) there is still his own desire for another. 

(This is no fault) icchll 'desire' is not connected with mention of 
the word lltman (oneself). With what then? (It) is connected to that 
which ends in a sup/case pratyaya. Thus (it is connected with that) 
ending in a sup/case ending word (expressing his desire) for himself. If 
the mention of lltman (for oneself) is made in the chandas/Veda (kyac) 
does not obtain in the sense of desire for another (yet, we have the 
example in Yaj. 4.34). mll tvll vrkllllghllyavo vidan "Let not the wolves 
desirous of evil know of (thy coming)". Therefore the mention of 
lltmanab (for oneself) has no purpose. 

Why is it not applicable here: rlljfia/:l putram icchati 'He desires a 
son for the king'? Because of the absence of syntactical connection. 
How is there lack of syntactical connection? That which has 
expectancy (for another word) cannot be syntactically connected. 
Then also in the chandas this (rule) does not obtain (as above kyac does 
not act in the sense of 'for another') mll tvll vrka aghllyavo vidan 'Let 
not the malicious wolves know of (thy coming)'. 

There is a distinction here. Here, even without the use of the third 
word, desire for another is understood. How, even without the use of 
the third word, is desire for another here understood? For those wolves 
are indeed naturally cruel or malicious. And who can desire evil/bad for 
himself? 

16.15 iha kasmlln na bhavati rlljfia/:l putram icchatrtil asllmarthyllt I 
katham asllmarthyam I sllpek$am asamartham bhavatui I 
chandasy api tarhi na prllpnoti I mll tvg vrkti aghllyavo vidan I 
asty atra vi.Se$a/:l I antarevapy atra trtryasya padasya prayogam 
parecchll gamyate I katham punarantarevapy atra trtryasya 
padasya prayogam parecchll gamyate I te caiva hi vrkll evam 
lltmakll himsrll/:l kas clltmano 'ghame$itum arhati I 

16.19 ato 'ntarevapy atra trtryasya padasya prayogam parecchll 
gamyate I yathaiva tarhi cchandasya ghasabdllt parecchllyam 
kyllj bhavaty evam bhll$llyllm api prllpnoti I agham icchatui I 
tasmlld lltmagrahavam kartavyam I chandasi katham I llcllrya
pravrttir jiillpayati bhavati chandasya ghasabdllt parecchllyam 
kyajiti yad ayam asvllghasyllt (7.4.37) iti kyaci prakrta 
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rtvabadhanartham akaram sasti II 

Therefore even without the use of a third word, desire for another is 
understood. Just as indeed in the chandas after the word agha (bad, 
dangerous) kyac is applicable in the sense of desire for another, so also 
in the (classical) speech it obtains as agham icchati "He desires evil". 
Therefore the specific mention of the word atman has to be made. 

How (to explain the usage) in the chandas? The usage of the 
master makes known that 'kyac (is applicable) after the word agha in 
the chandas in the sense of desire for another, since he states a which 
cancels i when kyac follows by the rule asvaghasyat (7.4.37) "In the 
Veda long a is substituted for the final of asva and agha before the 
denominative pratyaya kyac". Thus he teaches the letter a for the 
purpose of the annulling of the letter r according to the original satra 
kyaci ca (7.4.33) (which ordained long r in the place of the final a or a 
of an miga before the denominative pratyaya kyac). 

16.24 atha subgrahaflaY[l kim artham I subantad utpattir yatha syat 
pratipadikan ma bhad iti I naitad asita prayojanam I nasty atra 
vise$ab subantad votpattau 

17.1 satyam pratipadikad va I ayam asti vise$ab I subantad utpattau 
satyam padasafijfia siddha bhavati pratipadikat punarutpattau 
satyam padasafijfia na prapnoti I nanu ca pratipadikad apy 
utpattau satyam padasafijfia siddha I katham I arabhyate nab kye 
( 1.4.15) iti I tac cavasyam kartavyam subantad utpattau satyam 
niyamartham I tad eva pratipadikad utpattau satyam vidhy
artham bhavi$yati II 

Now what is the purpose of mentioning sup? So that there should be 
production of a pratyaya after a sup/case ending word and not after a 
pratipadika/crude base. This is not the purpose. There is not here a 
distinction between the production (of a pratyaya) after a sup/case 
ending word and after a pratipadika. 

This is the distinction: when there occurs production (of a form) 
after a sup/case ending word, the technical name pada is established. 
When there is production (of a form) after pratipadika, the technical 
name pada does not obtain. But surely when there occurs production 
(of pratyaya) after a pratipadika the technical name pada is established. 
How? (The satra) nab kye (1.4.16) "The word form ending in n is 
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called pada when kya follows (i.e. kyac, kyan and kya$)", is formed. 
And that necessarily should be formed for the purpose of a restriction 
to when there is production (of a form) after a sup/case ending word. 
That alone will be the purpose of the rule that it will be applicable 
when there is production (of a pratyaya) after a pratipadika. 

17.9 idam tarhi prayojanam subantad utpattir yatha syad dhator rna 
bhad iti l etad api nasti prayojanam I dhato/:t sanvidhryate sa 
badhako bhavi$yati I anavakasa hi vidhayo badhaka bhavanti 
savakasas ca san I ko 'vakasa/:t I pareccha I na parecchayam 
sana bhavitavyam I kim kara~J,am I samanakartrkad ity ucyate I 
yavac cehatmagraha~J,alfl tavat tatra samanakartrkagrahal)am I 
idam tarhi prayojanam subantad utpattir yatha syad vakyan rna 
bhad iti I 

This then is the purpose, so that there should be production (of 
pratyaya) after a sup/case ending word and should not be after a dhatu. 
This is also not the purpose. San is ordained after a dhatu (already) and 
so that will cancel (the alternative). For rules without scope are 
(capable of) annulling (those with scope) and 'san' has scope. What 
scope? Desire for another. San should not be (applicable) in the sense 
of desire for another. 

What is the reason? It is stated after that which has 'the same 
agent'. For inasmuch as there is specific mention of the word Iitman so 
there is mention of samanakartr!the same agent. 

Then this is the purpose: so that production (of a form) should be 
after a sup/case ending word and should not be after a phrase (or 
sentence). 

17.10 mahantam putram icchatrti I na va bhavati mahaputrzyatrti I 
bhavati yadaitad vakyarrt bhavati mahan putro mahaputra/:t 
mahaputram icchati mahaputrryatrti I yada tv etad vakyarrt 
bhavati mahantarrt putram icchatrti tada na bhavitavyarrt tada ca 
prapnoti I tada rna bhad iti II atha kriyamal)e 'pi subgrahal)e 
kasmad evatra na bhavati I subantarrt hy etad vakyam I naitat 
subantam I katham I pratyayagrahal)e yasmlit sa tadader 
grahal)arrt bhavatrti II atha yad atra subantarrt tasmad utpatti/:t 

17.15 kasman na bhavati I 
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(For example as) mahantam putram icchati- 'He desires a great son'. 
Or else is not mahaputrryati possible? It is when this is a sentence (or a 
phrase) mahan putral; 'great son' (which becomes the karmadharaya) 
mahaputral;; mahaputram icchati (then becomes compounded as) 
mahaputrryati "He desires a great son". But when this sentence occurs 
as mahantam putram icchati "He desires a great son", then the 
(pratyaya kyac) is not to be applicable; then it (wrongly) obtains and 
then it must not be (applicable). 

Now, even while specific mention is being made of a sup/case 
ending word, for what reason does it not occur here, as this phrase ends 
in a sup? This is not ending in a sup/case ending. How? 

Paribhti$a 23: pratyaya grahaTJe yasmat sa (vihitas) tadader 
grahaTJalfl bhavati "A pratyaya denotes whenever it is employed 
(in grammar, a word form) which begins with that to which that 
(pratyaya) has been added and ends with (the pratyaya) itself'. 

Now why does not kyac occur after that subantamlword ending in 
a case/pratyaya? 

17.16 samanadhikara7Janam sarvatravrttir ayogad ekena I samana
dhikaraTJtinam sarvatraiva vrttir na bhavati I kva sarvatra I 
samasavidhau pratyayavidhau ca I samasavidhau tavat I rddha
sya rajfia/:t purU$a/:t I mahat ka$tam srita iti I pratyayaviddhau I 
rddhasyopagor apatyam I mahantam putram icchatrti II 

Varttika: For words in the same syntactical case relation there is not 
everywhere integration (compounding) due to not joining with one 
(word only). 

Bhti$ya: Everywhere in fact there is not integration of (words) having 
the same syntactical relation. Where is 'everywhere'? In samasa/ 
compound rules and pratyaya rules. Now just (for example) in relation 
to samasa rules: rddhasya rajfial; puru$a/:t "The servant of the 
prosperous/rich king". mahatka$tam srital; "who has resorted to great 
evil". 

In relation to pratyaya rules: rddhasyopagor apatyam the son of 
the prosperous Upagu. mahantam putram icchati "he desires a great 
son". 

17.19 kim punal; karaflalfl samanadhikara7Janam sarvatra vrttir na 
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bhavati I ayogad ekena I na hy atraikena padena yogo bhavati I 
iha tavad daddhasya rajiial; puru$a iti $a$tyantasya subantena 
samarthye sati samaso vidhryate I yac catra $a$tyantam na tasya 
subantena samarthya yasya ca samarthyam na tat $a$tyantarrt, 
vakyam tat I 

But what is the reason for there not being everywhere compounding of 
words in the same syntactical case relation? Because there is no joining 
with one (word only). For here joining with one (word only) is not 
possible. 

Just here in the example: rddhasya rajiiah putral; 'the servant of 
the prosperous king'. A samasa!compound is ordained when there 
exists syntactical relation with a sup/case ending word having the sixth 
case. But that which here has the sixth case does not have syntactical 
relation with a sup/case ending word. And that which has syntactical 
relation does not have the sixth case ending. That is a sentence (or a 
phrase). 

17.23 rddhasyopagor apatyam iti ca $a${1samarthad apatyena yogo 
pratyayo vidhryate I yac ctltra $a${1samartharrt na tasytlpatyena 
yogo yasya 

17.25 capatyena yogo na tat $a$tyantam, vakyarrt tat II samana
dhikara1Jtlntlm ity ucyate 'tha vyadhikarm;antlrrt katham I rajiial; 
putram icchatrti I evam tarhrdarrt patitavyam savise$a1Jtlntlrrt 
sarvatravrttir ayogad ekeneti II 

And (in the example) rddhasyopagorapatyam 'the son of prosperous 
Upagu', that pratyaya which has the syntactical connection with the 
sixth case is ordained in connection with 'offspring' (i.e. a patronymic 
pratyaya). But that which here is in syntactical relation with the sixth 
case has no connection with 'offspring'. And that which has connection 
with 'offspring' does not have a sixth case ending. This is a sentence or 
phrase. 

It is said, "of words having the same syntactical case relation". 
Now how is it said "of those having different syntactical case relations" 
(e.g.) rajiiah putram icchati "He desires a son for the king"? Then this 
has to be recited "Everywhere for those words having qualifying words 
there is no integration because of not connecting with one (word 
only)". 
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18.1 dvitr:yanupapattis tu I dvitrya tu nopapadyate I mahantam 
putram icchatrti I kim kara7;am I na putra i$ikarma I yadi putro 
ne$ikarma na cavasyam dvitr:yaiva I kim tarhi I sarva dvitr:ya
dayo vibhaktaya/:z I mahata putre"(la krtam I mahate putraya dehi 
I mahataf:z putradanaya I mahataf:z putrasya svam I mahati putre 
nidhehi I tasman naivam sakyam vaktum na putra i$ikarmeti I 
putra eve$ikarma tatsamanadhikara7;ytin mahato dvitr:yadayo 
bhavi$yanti I 

Varttika: However, there is no justification for a second case (vibhakti). 

Bhti$ya: However, (use of) second case vibhakti cannot be justified: 
mahantam putram icchati "He desires a great son". 

What is the reason? The son is not the karman/object of (dhatu) i$ (to 
desire) and the second case is not essential ... What then? All the 
vibhaktis/case endings beginning with the second (would not be 
applicable). "Made by a great son"; "give to a great son"; "bring from 
the great son"; "the wealth of a great son"; "present it to the great son". 

Therefore it is not possible to say putralson is not the object of 
dhatu i$ (to desire). 'Putra' alone is (in fact) the karman (object) of i$ 
(to desire). Because of the same syntactical/case relation also second
case and the rest will be applicable for mahat. 

18.7 vrttis tarhi kasman na bhavati I savise$m:tanam vrttir na vrttasya 
va vise$a"(lam na prayujyata iti vaktavyam I yadi savise$a~J,anam 
vrttir na vrttasya va vise$a"(lam na prayujyata ity ucyate mu"(lqa
yati ma7;avakam ity atra vrttir na prapnoti I amu"(lqadr:nam iti 
vaktavyam II tat tarhi vaktavyam savise$a"(lanam vrttir na 
vrttasya va vise$a"(lam na prayujyate 'mu"(lqadr:nam iti I na vakta
vyam I vrtti/:z kasman na bhavati mahantam putram icchatr:ti I 
agamakatvat I iha samanarthena vakyena bhavitavyam pratya
yantena ca I yas cehartha vakyena gamyate mahantam putram 
icchatr:ti nasau jatucitpratyayantena gamyate mahantam putrr:
yatr:ti I 

Then why is there no integration? It should be stated, "There is no 
integration of (words) which have (other words) qualifying them, nor is 
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a qualifying word used in conjunction with a compound (word)". 
If then, it is said "there is no compounding of (words) which have 

(other words) qualifying them, nor is the qualifying (word) used in 
connection with a compounded word, then here mw:ujayati mli]Javakam 
"He shaves the youth", in this case integration does not obtain. 
Therefore it should not be stated in the case of mw:uja and the rest 
(3.1.21). 

That then should be stated as "There is not integration (of words) 
which have (other words) qualifying them, nor is the qualifying of a 
compound word regular except for mufl4a and the rest". No, it should 
not be stated. Then why is integration not possible (in the case of) 
mahantarrt putram icchati "He desires a great son"? Because of the 
inability to communicate the meaning adequately/ agamakatvat. 

Here the same meaning by means of a sentence and by means of a 
pratyaya should be possible. 

And here that meaning which is understood by means of a sentence 
as mahantarrt putram icchati "He desires a great son" is by no means 
ever understood by a pratyaya, as mahantarrt putrayati (never occurs). 

18.14 etasmad dhetor bramo 'gamakatvad iti na bramo ··pasabdab 
syad iti I yatra ca gamakatvarrt bhavati bhavati tatra vrttib I tad 
yatha I muJJ4ayati mli]Javakam iti I athasya kyaj antasya kani 
sadhanani bhavanti I bhavab karta ca I atha karma I nlisti 
karma/ nanu cayam i$ib sakarmako yasyayam arthe kyaj 
vidhryate I abhihitarrt tat karmantarbhatarrt dhatvarthab sam
panna na cedanrm anyatkarmasti yena sakarmakab sylit I 
katharrt tarhy ayarrt sakarmako bhavati aputrarrt putram 
ivacarati putrryati mli]Javakam iti I 

For this reason we say "there is no integration because of the non
intelligibility/inability to communicate the intended meaning". We do 
not say that it would be an incorrect word or language. And where 
there is the ability to communicate the intended meaning there is 
compounding. As mufl4ayati mliflavakam "He shaves the youth". 

Now then, how many instruments of the action are there for that 
which ends in kyac? The bhava/abstract state of the verb and 
kartrlagent. Then (what about) karman/object? There is no karman. 
But surely this dhatu i$ has a karman in the sense of which (this 
pratyaya) kyac pratyaya is ordained. That karman is expressed and has 
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become part of the meaning of dhatu. Also there is now no other 
karman by which it could be transitive/sakarmaka. How then does this 
become transitive aputram putram ivilcarati putrryati "Him who is not 
his son he treats like a son". Putrryati mil~J,avakam "He treats the youth 
like a son". 

18.20 asty atra vise$a/:l I dve atra karma~J,r upamilnakarmopameya
karma ca I upamilnakarmilntarbhatam upameyena karmaflil 
sakarmako bhavati I tadyatha I api kaka/:l syenayata ity atra 
dvau kartilrilv upamilnakartil copameyakartil ca I upamilna
kartilntarbhata upameyakartil sakartrko bhavati II ayarn tarhi 
katharn sakarmako bhavati mu7J4ayati mil~J,avakam iti I atrilpi 
dve karma~J,r silmilnyakarma vise$akarma ca I silmilnya
karmilntarbhatarn vise$akarma7Jil 

18.25 sakarmako bhavati I nanu ca vrtyaiviltra na bhavitavyam I kim 
kiira~J,am I 

Here there is a distinction. For there are two objects/karman, the object 
of comparison and the object to be compared. The object of 
comparison is inherent and (the verb) is transitive by means of the 
object to be compared. 

As for example: api kiika/:l syenilyate 'Does the crow behave like a 
hawk?' Thus here are two agents: the agent of comparison and the 
agent to be compared. The agent of comparison is inherent and the 
(verb is) together with the agent (by means of the agent) to be 
compared. 

Then how does this have an object!karman? mu7J4ayati 
mil7Javakam "He shaves the youth." Here also there are two objects/ 
karman, the general object and the particular object. The general/ 
common karman is inherent and (the verb is) transitive with a specific 
object. Now surely there should be no integration? What is the reason? 

18.25 asilmarthyiit I katham asilmarthyam I silpek$am asamartharn 
bhavatrti I naiva do$a/:l I niltrobhau karotiyuktau mu~J,Qo mil~J,a
vakas ca I na hi mil~J,avakatvarn kriyate I yadii cobhau karoti
yuktau bhavato na bhavati tada vrtti/:l I tad yathii I balrvardarn 
karoti mu7J4arn cainarn karotrti II kamarn tarhy anenaiva hetunil 
kyaj api kartavyam I mil~J,avakarn mu7J4am icchatrti nobhiiv 
i$iyuktiiv iti I na kartavya/:l I ubhiiv atre$iyuktau mu1J4o mil~J,a-
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vakas ca I katham I 
Because of the absence of syntactical/case relationship. How is there 
this lack of syntactical relation? That which has expectancy cannot 
have syntactical connection. The expectancy or requiring (of another 
word to complete the sense) is asamartham (not having the ability to 
convey the intended meaning). This is not a fault. Here neither mw:uta 
(shaving) nor mli1Javaka (youth) are connected with karotilkr (to make). 
For the quality of youth is not made. And when both are connected 
with karoti (in the sense of making) then there is no integration. As for 
example balrvardam karoti, mu1J4am cainam karoti. "He produces a 
bull and shaves him". 

Granted, then, by the same reason this kyac also is to be employed 
here in mti1Javakam mu1J,qam icchati "He desires the youth (to be) 
shaved", neither is connected with the dhatu i$ (to desire). It is not to 
be employed. Both mu1J4a (shaved) and mti1Javakam (youth) are 
connected with the (dhatu) i$. How? 

19.2 na hy asau mau1J4yamatre1Ja santo$af!'l karoti mli1Javakastham 
asau mau1Jqyam icchati I ihapi tarhi na prapnoti mu1J4ayati 
mti1Javakam iti I atrapi hy ubhau karotiyuktau mu1J4o mti1J,avakas 
ca I na hy asau mau1J4yamatre1Ja santo$af!'l karoti mti1Javaka
stham as au mau1J4yam nirvartayati I I evam tar hi mu1J4tidayo 
gu~Javacana/:l I gu1Javacanas ca sapek$ti/:l I vacanat sapek$ti1Jtif!'l 
vrttir bhavi$yati I I 

For (this person) does not create satisfaction by merely shaving. This 
one desires shaving in relation to the youth. 

Here also it does not obtain. mu1J4ayati mti1Javakam "He shaves the 
youth". Here both mu1J4a (shaving) and mti1Javaka (youth) are 
connected with karoti (make). For that (person) does not create 
satisfaction by merely shaving. That (person) performs the act of 
shaving for the youth. Well then the words mu1J4a and the rest are 
expressive of qualities. And words expressive of qualities 'expect' 
(other words to complete the sense). There, because of the express rule, 
there will be the integration of (some specific) words which expect 
(other words to complete the sense). 

19.6 atha va dhatava eva mu1J4adaya/:l Ina caiva hy artha adisyante 
kriyavacanata ca gamyate II athava nedam ubhayam yugapad-
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bhavati vakyarn ca pratyayas ca I yada vakyarn na tada 
pratyayal; I yada pratyayal; samanyena tada vrtti/:l I tatravasyarn 
vise$tlrthina vise$0 'nuprayoktavyal; I mw:ujayati I kam I 
mtl!Javakam iti I mw:utavisi$tena va karotina tam aptum icchati II 
athavoktam etan natra vyaparo 'nugantavya iti I gamakatvad iha 
vrttir bhavi$yati mu1J4ayati mtl!Javakam iti II 

Otherwise mu1J4a and the rest are in fact dhatus. And in fact the 
meanings are not indicated and the expression of verbal activity is 
understood. Otherwise the two (a sentence/phrase and denominative 
pratyaya) do not exist at the same time. When there is a sentence, then 
the pratyaya kyac does not apply. When the pratyaya applies generally, 
then there is integration. In that context it is essential that a qualifying 
(word) should be used with that which wants qualifying, e.g. mu1J4ayati 
"He shaves". Whom? The youth. Or he wants to connect with him by 
the particular act of shaving. 

Otherwise this was stated "Here the activity/( of adding kyac) is not 
to be understood". Because of causing the meaning to be understood 
there is integration as mu1J4ayati mtl!Javakam "He shaves the youth". 

19.12 atheha kyaca bhavitavyam i$ta/:l putra i$yate putra iti II kecit 
tavad ahur na bhavitavyam iti I kim kara7Jam I svasabdeno
ktatvad iti II apara ahur bhavitavyam iti I kim ktlra7Jam I 
dhatvarthe 'yarn kyaj vidhryate sa ca dhatvarthal; kenacid eva 
sabdena nirde$tavya iti I I 

19.15 iha bhavantas tv ahur na bhavitavyam iti I kim kara7Jam I iha 
samanarthena vakyena bhavitavyarn pratyayantena ca I yas 
cehartho vakyena gamyata i$ta/:l putral; i$yate putra iti namau 
jatucit pratyayantena gamyate II 

Now here i${a/:l putral; "a desired son" and i$yate putral; "A son is 
desired", should kyac be applicable? Some just say "it should not be". 
What is the reason? Because of the desire of having been (already) 
expressed by its own (fully inflected) word form. Others say, "it should 
be applicable". What is the reason? This kyac is ordained in the sense 
of the dhatu. And that dhatu meaning should be indicated by some 
word. The revered one (Your Honour) says "it should not be 
applicable". What is the reason? Here the same meaning should be 
expressed by a sentence and by that which ends in a pratyaya. But the 
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meaning which is here understood, i$tah putra/:l "a desired son" and 
i$yate putra/:l "A son is desired", that is never at all understood by 
means of the word ending in a pratyaya (i.e. a denominative so 
ending). 

19.18 kyaci mantavyayaprati$edha/:l 11111 

kyaci mantavyayanam prati$edho vaktavya/:l I iha ma bhat I idam 
icchati I kim icchati I uccair icchati I nrcair icchati II 

Varttika 1: In respect of kyac "a prohibition" should be made of 
integrating (compounding words) ending in m or indeclinables when 
the kyac (pratyaya) follows. 

Bha$ya: In respect of kyac a prohibition should be stated of (integrating 
words) ending in m or indeclinables when kyac (pratyaya) follows. (So 
that) here it should not be applicable idam icchati "He desires this". 
kim icchati "What does he want?" uccair icchati "He desires intensely" 
nfcair icchati "He desires humbly/modestly". 

19.21 gosamanak$aranantad ity eke 11211 

gam icchati I gavyati II samanak$arat I dadhryati madhayati 
kartrryati hartrryati II nantat I rajryati tak$fyati II 

Varttika 2: Some (say) (kyac is applicable) after the word go (cow), 
words with simple vowels (other than a) and those ending inn. 

(1) gam icchati or gavyati He desires a cow. (kyac after go). 
(2) After words with simple vowels other than a (kyac acts): 

dadhryati He likes/desires dadhi/curds; 
madhayati He likes/desires honey; 
kartrryati He is an agent/likes to be an agent; 
hartrryati He is or desires to be a bearer/bringer. 

(3) After words ending inn (kyac acts). 
rajryati He is or desires to be a king; 
tak$fyati He is or desires to be a woodcutter/carpenter. 
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NOTES ON MAHABHASYA ON PAfilNI3.1.8 

Katyayana's first varttika is of considerable general significance in relation 
to compounding in salflskrta; for he states that even though there be the 
same case relation between words, compounding will not occur if there are 
more than two words involved. 

The next varttika states that, where there are more than two words 
involved (as in the example mahantalfl putram icchati ('He desires a great 
son') the second vibhakti is not justified (for putra, since on its own it is not 
the karmanlobject) of i$ (to desire). 

The other two varttikas are specific: the first is a prohibition of kyac 
acting after words ending in m (like kim) and indeclinables. The second 
ordains kyac after the word go, words with simple vowels other than a and 
those ending in n. 

Bhiitjya Summary 
Pataiijali begins by considering the possible functions of the it c of kyac. 
Having shown it is not for accent, nor for distinguishing (because of 
'tadanubandha' - Pari 82) but for the unobstructed general mention in 
'na/:tkye' 1.4.15. 

In considering the purpose of 'atmana/:t' in the satra, having first put 
the view that it is to express the sense of one's own desire, he then suggests 
that it ends in the sixth case in the sense of agent, so iccha can also express 
'one's own desire for another'. However, the retort is, the word atman 
connects with sup not iccha. Further if atman is retained, how to explain 
examples of desire for another in the Vedic example of the 'malicious 
wolves'? Here even without use of a third word it is clear there, desire is for 
another, since no one desires evil for himself. In classical language the 
possibility of following this analogy is avoided, by mention of atman, and 
made known as valid in the Veda by specific mention in 7.4.37. 

Turning to the purpose of sup, Patafijali first shows it is not to prevent 
kyac coming after apratipadika, since 1.4.15 specifically states a restriction, 
so that the rule will be applicable when there is production after a 
pratipadika. Nor is the purpose to prevent kyac after a dhatu, since san 
being stated after a dhatu bars others, since it has not scope elsewhere in the 
sense of desire for another. The reference to atman, here implies the same 
agent there, and meaning for oneself. The last possible purpose, to prevent 
kyac coming after a phrase, serves to introduce the first varttika. By 
reference to the Paribhti$tl 'pratyaya grahane ... ' he explains how a phrase 
or sentence like 'He desires a great son' cannot be subantam. 

Pataiijali explains where integration of words having the same case 
relationship is not possible, namely in relation to samasa rules and pratyaya 
rules with example like 'He desires a great son'. He explains that because of 
there being more than one word to join with, in examples like 'The servant 
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there being more than one word to join with, in examples like 'The servant 
of a prosperous king', we cannot say there is syntactical relation with a 
sixth case word, since a phrase or sentence cannot end in a sup. Similarly in 
the example 'Son of the prosperous Upagu', there can be no syntactical 
connection between apatyam and rddhasya because of dissimilar cases. He 
concludes as introduction to the next varttika, 'it should be stated 
compounding is not possible when a qualifying word occurs'. 

Patafijali connects the second varttika indirectly . with an implied 
example 'He desires a great son', saying the son here is not the 
karman/expressed by second case of dhatu i$. He rejects this view, because 
then any of the case endings would be equally applicable. Equally, second 
case must be applicable for mahat etc. because it is in the same case 
relationship. 

He then returns to the previous theme of the cause of non-integration 
being the qualifying words. This does not have to be qualified by 'except in 
the case of mw:u/a etc.' because the real reason for non-integration is 
inability of that formed with a pratyaya to communicate the meaning 
conveyed by a sentence. The corollary is, that there will be compounding 
when the ability to convey intended meaning is that there, as 'He shaves the 
youth'. 

The bhas-ya now turns to the karakas connected with a kyajanta word. 
Bhava and kartr are clear, but how can i$ have karman as part of its own 
meaning and still be transitive requiring another karman? The object/ 
karman of comparison is inherent in dhatu i$ and it is transitive by means of 
the object to be compared. Even in the case of mw:u/ayati mt17Javakam two 
objects exist, the general inherent in the dhatu and the specific makes it 
transitive. So karoti being inherent has no connection syntactically with 
mufU!a and mtlfJ,avaka specific objects, so asamarthyam is not applicable. 
However, in expressing 'He desires the youth (to be) shaved' they are both 
connected with the dhatu i$. Here no integration occurs because there is 
'expectancy', 'He desires shaving in relation to the youth'. Only because of 
the express rule 3.1.21 is integration possible for some specific words 
which have expectancy. Alternatively, we can say mufU!a etc. are dhatus 
expressing verbal activity (kr understood). Or a sentence and denominative 
pratyaya are mutually exclusive alternatives. Adding kyac has implied 
'making'. Otherwise we return to the previous view, that there is integration 
simply because of causing the intended meaning to be understood. 

Finally, Patafijali considers whether kyac should be applicable to 
express the sentence with the past participle passive of i$ 'i$ta' or the 
present indicative passive is-yate and concludes the meaning of the sentence 
could never be expressed by the pratyaya and hence not be applicable. 

The bht1$ya simply provides the suitable examples to illustrate the 
varttika prohibiting integration of m ending words and indeclinables in the 
context of kyac, and likewise for the rule for kyac after go, words with 
simple vowels other than a and those ending in n. 
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Pradlpa 
2.15.1 supai; I sup nasi 

'After (a word ending in a) sup/case pratyaya' 
cf. svaujasamautcha~tabhyambhisnebhyambhyas nasibhyambhyasnaso
sam nyossup 4.1.2 
yenavidhistadantasya 1.1.72 (svar(l rapam) 
atmana/:t I I atman nasi 
expressing the karman!object wished as connected with his/her own Self. 
ata (bhvao pao seo 38 satatyagamane) mani]J 

satibhyam maninmani]Jau UlJ 4.153 U7J,adi (etymology of atman) 

2.16.1 kyac sur(l 
Denominative pratyaya k-ya-c (vikara1Ja) in the sense of desiring 
for oneself added to nouns to form denominative dhatus, e.g. 
putrryati, He desires a son for himself. 

It is also added to nouns that are upamana 'standards of comparison' in the 
sense of similar behaviour, e.g. putrryati chatram, He treats his student like 
a son. 
upamanadacare 3 .1.10 
It is also added in the sense of doing/making to the words namas, virivas, 
citra e.g. namasyati devan He makes reverential obeisance to the gods. 
namovarivascitrana/:t kyac 3 .1.19 ( kara7Je) 
ka 'karma]Ja/:t' icchayar(l va ity anuvartate I 
"The words karma]Ja/:t (after a word expressing the object) and icchayar(l va 
(optionally in the sense of desire) follow on (from 3.1.7)" 
i1J,ikarma7Ja e~ituratmasambandhina/:t subantadicchayam arthe va kyac 
bhavati/ 
"The pratyaya kyac optionally acts in the sense of desire after a sup/case 
ending word, expressing that (desired) as connected with the wisher's self." 
cito 'nta udatta/:t 
citah 6.1.163 
"A stem formed with a pratyaya, agama or adesa having an indicatory c 
has udatta on the fina1 syllable." 
pratyayasvare7Ja siddhaml I 
adyudattas ca 3 .1.3 
"Apratyaya has initial udatta" (unless otherwise stated.) 
asya cvau, kyaci ca 7.4.32, 33 
7.4.32: "In place of a or a final of a pratipadika long r before pratyaya cvi 
(the whole of which is elided, signifying 'become what itwas not before')." 
e.g. asuklam suklr karoti. 'What was not white he makes white.' 
7.4.33: "In place of final a or a of a pratipadika before Kyac denominative 
pratyaya long r acts." 
e.g. putra (k) ya (c) tip- putrryati 
He desires a son of his own. 
kye ce ti hy ucyamane api kaka/:t &yenayate 
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If the satra were uttered as kya ca without c (the form) 'Does the crow 
behave like a hawk' (would be applicable), by 
kartu/:t kyan salopas ca 3.1.11 
"The pratyaya kyali optionally acts in the sense of 'conduct' after a word 
ending in a sup/case pratyaya denoting the object of comparison with the 
Agent and there is lopa-elision of the final s." 
&yena kyalite (akrtsarvadhatukayor drrghal:t) 7.4.25 fyenayate 
because of the pratyayas kyali and kyac having kya in common, and this is 
not desired. 

2.16.6 'tadanubandhakagrahm;e tadanubandhakasya graha7J-a na' 
Only in M.Bh. See part 54 'tadanubandhakagrahaTJ-e tadanubandha
kasya' "When a term with one or more indicatory letters is employed 
(in grammar it does) not (denote) that which in addition to those (one 
or more anubandhas) has another anubandha attached to it." 

Therefore, kyac does not denote kyan (Vyadiparibha$a patha from PS p.40). 
This is Paribha$a 49 of Sakatayana paribha$asatra p. 45 ibid) and is 
paribha$a 38 of PurU$Ottamadeva's Laghuparibha$avrtti (pp. 128-129 
ibid.) 

2 .16. 7 'samanyagrahaTJ-avidhatarthas tar hi' I I 
'Then it is for the purpose of an unobstructed general mention' and not a 
hindrance for the application of the term to others. 
samanyagraha7J-a avighata/ 
'Then preservation of inclusive reference (for two or more terms) by a 
wording common to those terms, e.g. lir for lirp, lif$ and lirn; ap for tap, nap 
and cap.' 
cf. 'athava avafyam atra samanyagraha7J-avidhatarthal:t 
kakaro '7J-ubandhal:t kartavya/:t' Ma· on 3.1.83 va· 7 
'na kye' 1.4.15 
"A word ending in n is called pada when these denominative pratyayas 

kyac, kyan and kya$ follow", e.g. rajan + kya = rajryati He desires a king 
for himself 
na lopa/:t pratipadikantasya 1.2.7 i.e. kingship for himself 
kyaci ca 7.4.33 (r) 
atmana itryaf!l kartari $a$thr 
This word atmana/:t is sixth case in the sense of agent by the satra 
kartrkarmaTJ-ol:t krti 2.3.65 ($a$thl) 
'The sixth case acts after a word, in denoting the agent and the karman/ 
object, when used along with a word ending with a krt pratyaya.' 
(krdatili 3.1.13) 

2.16.9 Kai 'atmecchayam iti I atmana iccheti se$a$a$thya samaso na tu 

kartr$a$thya subantadvarakascatmana icchaya sambandho na tu sak$ilt I 
tenayam artha/:t - atmana/:t subantarthaf!l yadecchati tada yatha syad iti I 
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evaf/1 parecchayam iti vyakhyeyam I' 
'Desire for oneself' is a se$a $a${hr - compound not agent sixth case, and 
the reconnection is with the desire of the self occasioned or caused by a sup 
ending word but not evidently (visiblly/directly). Therefore, this is the 
meaning, 'when he desires a sup ending object for himself then let (the 
pratyaya kyac) be applicable', so when desire is for the sake of another this 
is to be explained. 
atmana itryam iti I kriyakarakasambandhasyantaraligatvad iti bhavaf:t I 
The sense is that this is due to the antarmiga nature of the relation between 
verb and karaka (instrument for accomplishing the action). 
Udyota on 2.16.11 (kartari $a$thl) 'anenaiva sambandhenecchtlytlf!l 
tadanvayat I paramparasambandhas tu na $a$thyarthas tad aha kriya
karakasambandhasyeti 
'By this there is in fact connection, due to the syntactical connection with 
that in the sense of desire. But traditional connection/genitive has not the 
sixth case meaning. That he states is as for the connection of the 
karaka/case relation and the verb.' 
MBh 2.16. 11. icchetyakaro bhave 
The word iccha is (derived with) the letter a (of the pratyaya sa by 3.3.101) 
in the sense of the action/state of the dhatu i$ (to desire). 
bhave follows on by anuvrtti from sthagapapaco bhave 3.3.95 
sa follows on by anuvrtti from krna/:l sa ca 3.3.100 
iccha 3.3.101 The form iccha is nipatanalirregular. 
i$U (tuopao seo 1351 icchtlytlm) sa (a) 
i$ugamiyamtlf!1 cha/:t 7.3.77 (siti) 
hrasvasya piti krti tuk 6.1.71 
iccha tap ajadyata$1{1p 4.1.4 
iccha irregularly does not apply sarvadhatuke yuk 3.1.67 (bhava
karmm;o/:t) 
Thus 'atmanaf:t iccha' the desire of oneself. If the correct analysis is sixth 
case in the sense of agent, that would include desire of oneself for another. 

2.16.12 natmagraha1Jena ... ll iccha is not connected with mention of the 
word atman. 

2.16.13 atmano yatsubantam (It is connected with that ending in a sup/case 
ending word( what he desires) for himself, e.g. putra son) 
Kai 'atmagraha1Jopadanasamarthyatl' 
"By force of including the specific mention of the word atman (it must be 
connected with the sup ending word)." 
nahye$itaramantare1Jeccha bhavatrti vyabhicara' bhavadicchaya vise$a1Ja
sya ni$phalatvatl 
"For this is due to the fruitless nature of the qualification of the word iccha 
in the absence of deviation from the rule 'there is no desire without a 
desirer/agent of desire'." 
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2.16.14 'ma tvgvrkti aghayavo vidan/' Yajurveda 4.34 
"Let not the malicious wolves know of thy coming" 
(and T.S. 1.2.9.1 without vidan) 

aghayavaf:t from aghayu/1 m.f.n. intending to injure, malicious, wicked, 
spiteful (padap. aghayu) from aghay 
'asvadyasyat' 7.4.37 
"In the Veda long a acts in place of the final of asva and agha before the 
denominative pratyaya kyac". 
u by kyacchandasi 3.2.170 
"The pratyaya u acts in the chandas after dhatus that have received the 
pratyaya kya in the sense of 'the agent having such a habit'." 
patar(l no vrkadaghayo/:t /f.. V. 1.120.7, 1.27.3, etc. 
"Keep us safely from the wicked wolf." 
agha/1 aghi (bhvl1° l1° SC 0 109 gatyak!jepe) (gatau gatyarambhe ca) ac 
nandigrahi pacadibhyo ... acaf:t 3.1.134 (agamasastrasyanityatvan na num) 

2.16.15 sapek!jam asamarthar(l bhavatr:ti/ 
"That which has expectancy (of another word to complete the sense) 
cannot be syntactically connected." 

This is paribha!fil 27 cadraparibha!fasatra (P.S. p.47) and paribha$a 85 in 
Hemahainsagm;isangrhrta nyayasmigraha (p.llO ibid.) frequently used by 
Pataftjali. 

2.16.19 hir(lstra/:t 
"(Naturally) cruel or malicious, injurious, mischievous, hurtful, 
destructive." 

R. V. 10.87 3, 5 only etc. a synonym for aghayu. Here only in M.Bh. 

2.16.23 rtvabadhanartham/1 
"For the purpose of barring the long r" 

Which follows on from r ghradhbhof:t 7.4.31 and would have been the 
adda for the final a or a of a pratipadika before the denominative pratyaya 
kyac by kyaci ca 7.4.33 but that is barred by the apavada satra ordaining a 
for the final of: asva (giving asvayanto madyan R V 7.32.23) and of agha 
(giving aghayavo etc. as in the text) by asvaghasyat 7.4.37. 

2.16.24 pratipadikat [See introduction for more detail] 
"After a nominal/crude base." 

cf arthavadadhatur apratyaya/:t pratipadikam 1.2.45 
"Whatever is full of meaning, not a dhatu or a pratyaya is a pratipadika." 
krttaddhitasamasas ca 1.2.46 

"And what ends in a krt or taddhita pratyaya or has the name samasa/ 
compound has also the name pratipadika." 

2.16.25 subantad utpattau satyilr(l padasaftjfta siddha/1 
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"When there occurs production (of a form) after a sup/case ending word the 
technical name pada is established (as valid)." 
cf 'suptiliantam padam' 1.4.14 
"Whatever ends in a sup (noun pratyaya pratytthara) (su au jas, am aut sas, 
ttl bhyam bhis, lie bhyam bhyas, nasi bhyam bhyas, lias os am, Iii os sup) 
(4.3.2) or a tin (verbal vibhakti pratyaya pratyahara) (tip tas jhi, sip yas ya, 
mip vas mas, ta atamjha, tham atham dhvam, it vahi mahili)(3.4.78) 
has the name pada." 

2.17.3 na/:l kye 1.4.15 
e.g. carman+ kti$ = carmayate ti It becomes leather. 
akrtsarvadhatukayor dzrgha/:l 7.4.25 
Being called a pada then is elided by 'na lopa/:l prtttipadikantasya' 1.2.7 

2.17.6 dhttto/:l sanvidhzyate II 
San is ordained after a dhtttu 

dhttto/:l karmm;a/:l samttnakartrkad icchayam va 3.2.7 (guptijkidbhya/:l) san 
3.1.5 

2.17.6 anavakasa hi vidyayo badhaka bhavanti savakasa san II 
'For rules without scope (of application elsewhere) are annulling (those 
with scope) and san has scope, i.e. rules which have no opportunity of 
taking effect (without setting aside other rules) supersede those rules.' 

2.17.16 anavakasa II 
Having no occasion or scope of application. 

Used in connection with a rule the whole of whose province of application 
is covered by a general rule, and hence which becomes technically useless, 
unless it is allowed to set aside the general rule. 
See 5.4.154, 443 and on Pari. 64. 
See Paribhtt$tl 95 (savakasanavakttsayor anavakaso vidhibalavttt) of 
sttkatttyana paribhtl$tlSUtra (p.s.p. 46) 
paribhtl$tl 76 of ktttantra paribhtt$tlsutra p. 77 ibid.) 
paribhtl$tl 103 of Kalapoparibhtt$tl (p. 80 ibid.) 

2.17.9 mahttntam putram iti II He (desires) a great son 
Kai "yady atra subantasamudayttt para/:l kyac pratyaya/:l syat tada pratya
rthabhidhane padadvayasya pravartanttt parasparasya samasa 'bhavad 
uttarapadanibandhanam atvam na sytttl 
If here the pratyaya kyac would be applicable after a collection 
(combination of sup/case ending words) then in expressing the meaning of 
the pratyaya, due to the absence of a compound for two words occurring 
one after the other with each other, the connection being with the 
subsequent word, there would not be the adesa a for mahat. 
2.17.11 mahaputram 
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'great son' 
sanmahatparamottamotkr$ttl/:l pajyamanai/:12.1.61 
But when there is no 'expectancy' by 2.1.61 "the words sat (good), mahat 
(great), parama (highest), uttama (best), and utkr$ta (excellent), are 
compounded with words denoting the person deserving respect and the 
compound is a tatpuru$a." 
anmahata/:l samanadhikaravajatzyayo/:l 6.3 .46 
"Long a is ade§a in place (of the final) of mahat (great), when a word in the 
same casefollows and whenjatiyar (5.3.69) follows." 
maharaja/:! great king; mahaputra/:l a great son 

2.17.16 samanadhikaravanam iti II 
Kai "samanadhikaravanar{l padanar{l madhye ekena padena 'yogat 
samudayenaiva yo gad vrttir na bhavatr:ty artha/:l /" 
"The meaning is that because of not saying 'joining with one word among 
the words having the same syntactical relation', there will not be indeed 
applicable integration/compounding through joining with a combination." 
saguvasya hi putrasye$i1Ja sambandho na kevalasyeti bhava/:l I 
"The sense is 'for the connection is with the desirer of a son with a 
particular quality (greatness), not alone' (i.e. a son unqualified by any other 
word)." 

2.17.18 rddhasya rajfia/:l puru$a/:l 
'servant/man of the prosperous king' 

But when joining with one only, rajfia/:l purU$0 rajapuru$a/:l king's man 
by '$a${hl' 2.2.8 
"A word ending in the sixth case pratyaya is compounded with that which 
is in construction and the compound is a tatpuru$a." 
mahatka$tart1 srita/:1, who has resorted to great evil 
but kavtart1 srita/:l - ka$tasrita/:l, 'who has had recourse (when joining with 
one only) to evil.' 
by dvitr:ya sritatr:tapatitagatatyastapraptapannai/:12 .1.24 
"A word ending with the second sup/case pratyaya is compounded with the 
words srita (who has resorted to), patita (who has fallen upon), gata (who 
has gone to), atyasta (who has passed), prapta (who has obtained), and 
apanna (who has reached) and the resulting compound is called tatpuru$a." 
rddhasyopagor apatyam, 'The son of prosperous Upagu'; but without 
qualification compounding is possible 
upagor apatyam aupagava/:l 'the offspring of Upagu.' 
by pragdr:vyato 'v 4.1.83 
tasyapatyam 4.1.92 

The pratyaya av mentioned in 4.1.83 and those which follow it denote the 
descendant of someone. 
How of those being in a different case relation? Characterised by or 
possessed of different sup/case pratyayas. (only on three occasions in 
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M.Bh.) 
c.f. kaf:t prasmigo yad vyadhikaravanarrt samasa/:t syat I 
"What is the occasion there might be a compound of words having different 
case relations?" 
bhao 2.1.67 

bhao 2.2.24 vao 10 bahuvrrhi/:t samanadhikaravanam II 
"A bahuvrrhi (is formed) of words in the same case relation." 
vyadhikaravanarrt ma bhad iti I 
(This is stated) so that it should not be formed of different case relations. 

2.18.1 dvitryanupapattis tv iti II 
Kai. "yadi kevalasya pratipadikarthasye$isambandho ne$yate tada 
karmatva bhavat kevalat pratipadikad dvitzya na prtlpnoti I napi samudayat 
tasya 'pratipadikatvat guve ca smikhyaya vivak$itatvat. " 
"If connection of the desirer with a sole (single) word and conveying simply 
the sense of the pratipadika is not desired, then the second case does not 
obtain after a single pratipadika word because of the absence of the 
characteristic of karman/object, nor even after a combination of words, 
because of not having the nature of being a pratipadika and because, in 
relating to the secondary objects, numbers are being intended to be 
expressed." 

2.17.6 putra eveti I 
Kai. "tasyai vepsitatamatvad guvanarrt cepstlprakar$t1 'bhavat I svayam 
akarmatve 'pi tatstlmtlnadhikaravyanibandhanaf:t vibhaktir ity arthaf:t I" 
'(The object of i$ is applicable) for him (putra) alone because of being that 
most desired to be obtained by the agent.' 
c.f. (karturzpsitatamarrt karma 1.4.49) and because of the absence of the 
pre-eminence of desire to be obtained for the secondary objects. Even when 
he himself does not have the nature of object, the meaning is that the 
vibhakti conveys the connection with the condition of relating to the same 
object/grammatical agreement. 

2.18.7 savise$avanarrt vrttir na bhavati II 
There is no integration/compounding of words having other words 
qualifying them. 

Kai. "ekasyaikada vyapek$aikarthabhavavirodhad itibhavaf:t I" 
'The sense is that this is because of the conflict of the condition of 
becoming one (integrated word) with at the same time there existing 
expectancy of one (other word to complete the meaning).' 
P. 3.1.8.2.18.9 muvtjayati mt1flavakam, 'He shaves the youth'. 
muvtjamisraslak$valavavavratavastrahalavalakrtatastebhyo vic 3.1.21 
(karave) 
'The pratyaya vic in the sense of making acts after these words as the 
objectlkarman of the action.' 
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mur:uja, shaved, bald Mn. Mbh. 
muqi (bhva· pa· se· 326 kha1.1<;lane) 
akartari ca karake safijfiayam 3.3.29 
muqa e (JJ.ic) tip 7.3.84 
mu1J.{jayati Hariv. 780.7.1.78 
muJJ.qarrz karoti, He makes (him) shaved. 
Here, with a compound of words having other words qualifying we have the 
exception to the general rule. 

2.18.11 agamakatvilt II 
Because of not having the nature of making the meaning intelligible. 
(Only in M.bh.) non-communicativeness, inability to communicate 
adequately the intended meaning. 

ma· 2.18.11 vrtti kasman na bhavati agamakatvat 
How then is there no integration? 
Because of inability to make the meaning intelligible. 
Kai. "laukike prayoge 'numanad api gavyadibhyo gavady arthapratipatti
vanmahantarrz putram icchatztyadivakyarthasya mahantarrz putrlyatztyade/:t 
pratrtir nastlty artha/:t I siddhanarrz ca sabdanarrz smikaranirasaya 'n
vakhyanarrz kriyate I na tv aprayuktaparvasabdavyutpadanaya I" 
'The meaning is: Also from the inference (made) in relation to popular 
usage (of words), having ascertained/knowledge of the meaning of 'go' etc. 
from the words gavya etc., there is not knowledge of the meaning of the 
sentence mahantarrz putram icchati (He desires a great son) from the 
(theoretical irregular form) mahantarrz putrzyati. 

For the purpose of rejecting the mixing together/confusion of 
established words (with valid forms), the minute explanation is made, but 
not for deriving unused or unprecedented words.' 

2.18.14 na brama iti II 
We do not say (it would be incorrect wordlapasabda). 

Kai. "apasabdo hi toke prayujyate sadhusabdasamanarthas ca ayarrz tv 
aprayuktatvad apasabdavyapaddasyapi na bhajanam ity arthaf:z I" 
'For in the world an incorrect word is used and has the same meaning as the 
correct word, but this (form), because of not being used, does not even 
partake of the designation of incorrect word.' 
cf Pas. p. mlecche ha va e$a madapasabdaf:z I 

2.18.16 kani sadhanani bhavanti I bhavaf:z karta ceti II 
"How many instruments for accomplishing the action are there (for 
that which ends in kyac)? The bhava and kartr." 

Leading straight to the goal (gram), the sense of the instrumental or agent 
(as expressed by the case of the noun supplementary to the action itself). 
Synonymous with sadhaka and karaka 
cf sadhanarrz ca kriyaya/:t I kriyabhavat sadhanabhava/:t I 
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And the sadhana is the instrument of activity. From absence of activity, 
there is absence of any instrument for that activity. 
Kai. "karma bhavapratipadanaparam etat I adhikara"(ladau hi lywjadayo 
yathayogaf!l bhavanty eva I bhavasya ca lakarady utpattinimittataya 
sadhanavyapadda/:l" 
'The chief object of this, is teaching the absence of karman (as a sadhana) 
for lyut. (kara"(ladhikara"(layoyas ca 3.3.117) and the rest (of the pratyayas) 
are in fact applicable in the sense of adhikarana and the rest (of the 
karakas). And the designation of sadhana for bhava (abstract action/state of 
dhatu) is by reason of its nature of being a cause for the arising of la 
(verbal) pratyayas and the rest.' 

2.18.17 abhihitam iti II 
"(That karman) is expressed". 

Kai. "tatas ca jzvatztyadivadicchakyajantasya karmakatvat karm{l1Ji 
ladybhavab I" 
'And then because of the akarmatva (intransitive) nature of that (verbal 
form) ending in kyac (expressing) desire like 'he (desires to) live' and the 
rest, there is an absence of !a (verbal pratyayas) and the rest in the sense of 
karman/object.' 

2.18.18 na cedanzm iti I 
"And there is now no (other karman)". 

Kai. "niyatavi$ayaya icchayab kyajantena pratipadanantasyas ca vastv
antaravi$ayzkara"(la 'bhavad iti bhavaf:t I" 
'The sense is, because of teaching, 'with that ending in kyac (meaning) 
desire for a fixed (specified) object and because there is (absence of) 
making an internal object become an object'.' 

2.18.18 kathaf!l tarhui II 
"How then (does this becomes transitive)?" 

sakarmako bhavati II 
Kai. "atrapi putradikarma"(lo 'sty antarbhava iti prasnab I" 
'The question is 'does not here too the object putra and the rest become part 
of the (meaning of the dhatu)?' 
This device and explanation of Pat. is used by Sayana in his commentary 
on A.V. 3.1.371. 

2.18.20 upameya II 
"(The object) is to be compared" 

That which is compared, subject of comparison; Kas. uses it as a synonym 
of upamitam found in upamitaf!l vyaghradibhi/:l 2.1.56 samanyaprayoge 

1 amitrasentil[l maghavann asman chatrayatfmabhi, 0 Indra, be an enemy for us against this 
hostile army. 
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"A case inflected word denoting the subject of comparison is compounded 
with the words vyaghra (tiger) etc. the latter being the standard of 
comparison and in construction with the former, and the compound is a 
tatpuru$a provided that any word expressing the samanya (common 
characteristic)is not employed", e.g. 
purU$0 'yam vyaghra iva puru$avyaghra/:t, 'a man tiger' (in strength) 

2.18.21 api kaka/:t &yenayate II 
"Does the crow behave like a hawk?" 

"The pratyaya kyan optionally acts in the sense of conduct after a word 
ending in a sup/case pratyaya denoting the object of comparison of the 
agent and there is lopa elision of the final s." 
syena kyan syain (bhvao t1° ao 963 gatau) inac (w;ao 2.46) 

&yena-ya-syenayate ( akrtsarvadhatukayor drrgha/:t 7.4.25) 

2.18.23 mw:u}ayatrti II 
(How does this have an object) 'He shaves (the youth)'? 

Kai. "mw:uJagw;avisi$tadravyakarmaTJO dhatvarthe 'ntarbhava iti bhava/:tl" 
'The sense is that inherent in the meaning of the dhatu is that. For if there is 
an object to be compared, characterised by the quality (of being that object 
of the action) of shaving.' 

2.18.23 'atrapi' II 
"Here too (there are two objects)" 

Kai. "flyanto dhatur dravyamatram antarbhavayitum saknoti na tu 
vise$aflam mt11J,avakadikam iti bhava/:t /" 
'The sense is that a fli ending dhatu can only make implied/inherent a mere 
thing or object, but not a specific qualification like 'youth' etc.' 

2.18.25 nanu ceti II 
"Now surely there should be compounding?" 

Kai. "yady apy etaccoditam ca parihrtam ca tathapi gamakatva'gamaka
tvavi$ayavibhagapadar5anaya punar upanyasa/:t I" 
Although this question has been urged and refuted, still for knowing the 
division of sphere between that which is capable of making intelligible the 
meaning and that which does not, again there is this juxtaposition. 

2.18.18 tad yatha I balrvardam karoti mu1J,c}am cainam karoti I 
"As for example 'he produces a bull and shaves it'." 

Kai. "balrvardam evatmasambandhitvena karoti tam ca mu1J,c}am krotrti 
yugapadubhayo/:t karotikarmatve vivak$ite muflc}ayati balrvardam iti 

prayogo na bhavatrty artha/:t I" 
The sense is, by reason of the nature of the connection with the self, he 
makes or produces the bull and that he shaves. But when it is intended to 
express the nature of the object of dhatu kr simultaneously, in both cases 
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the usage is not applicable (in the form) mw:ujayati balrvardam. 

2.19.2 maw:uj.ayam II 
"(This one desires) shaving of the head", tonsure, baldness 

maw:uj.ayam pra!Jantiko datL4o brahmatLasya vidhryate I manu 8.379 mu~J4a 
$yan gu!Javacanabrahma!Jadibhyal; karmatLi ca 5.1.124 (tasya bhaval;) 
$yan 
"The pratyaya $Jan acts after a word expressive of quality (gu!Javacana), 
and after BrahmatLa or the occupation of something or someone as well as 
the nature thereof." e.g. jacj.asya bhaval; karma va jacj.yam 
muw ... mau!J4ayam coldness, chilliness, stiffness, dullness. 

2.19.5 gu!Javacanas ca sapek$al; II 
"And words expressive of qualities expect (other words to complete 
the sense)." 

See above 5.1.124. 

2.19.6 dhatava iti II 
"(MutL4a and the rest) are in fact dhatus." 

Kai. "sautra dhatavo mu!Jcj.adayas tebhyas curadivatsvarthiko tLij ity 
artha/;1" 
'The meaning is that mu!Jcj.a and the rest are satra (formed) dhatus and after 
these act the pratyaya tLic in the sense of the base/svarthe as it does after the 
dhatus beginning with cur (Cl. 10) by satra 3.1.21.' 

2.19.6 nacaiveti II 
"In fact (the meanings) are not (indicated).'' 

Kai. "yady api kriya vise$abhidhayitvam mu!Jcj.adrnam naivopattam tathapi 
svabhavikatvad arthabhidhanasya prayogad eva tad avaszyata ity arthal; I 
yatha ka!Jcj.vadayo dvividhas tatha mu!Jcj.adaya iti bhaval; I" 
'Although the expressing of a particular verbal activity is not accepted for 
mutL4a and the rest, still quite naturally from usage alone of expressing their 
meanings, that is known. The sense is just as katL4il and the rest (3.1.27) are 
two-fold (both pratipadikas and dhatus) so likewise are mu!Jcj.a and the 
rest.' 

2.19.10 mutL4avisi$teneti II 
"(He wants to connect with him) by the particular act of shaving." 

Kai. "parvasmin parihare karmavise$anapek$ayam pratyayotpattir ity 
uktam /" 
'In the previous refutation it was stated that the arising of the pratyaya 
occurred when there was no regard to the karman as qualification.' 
"asmins tu yatha gam dogdhi paya iti suddhasya duher gava purvam 
sambandha, pascat tu goduhina payasal;, evam suddhal; karotimau!Jcj.yena 
sambadhyate, mautL4yavisi${as tu ma!Javakenety ucyate I anenaiva nyayena 
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ma~Javakam muiJ{jam icchatrti kyac prapnotrty asa-tikayaha . .. " 
'However, in this answer, just as it is said 'He milks the cow' ('duh' 
governing two karmans by Karika on 1.4.51 akathitafica), first there is 
connection of pure milking with the cow, but afterwards of the milk with 
the milker of the cow, so likewise is the pure (action) connected with the 
causing of shaving. However, it is stated that the (action) distinguished as 
shaving, is (connected there) with the youth. By this reasoning alone 
(though undesired) kyac obtains to express 'the desire to shave the youth' 
with this in doubt he says:' 

2.19.10 atha veti II 
Kai. "vyaparo narambham:yab prayatnam antare~JapT$tasya siddhatvad ity 
arthab I kyactvagamakatvan na bhavati I" 
'The activity (of adding kyac) is not to be undertaken because of the desired 
(form) being accomplished without (that) effort. And kyac is not applicable 
because of not being able to make the meaning intelligible.' 
taduktam hari7Ja 
[This is not found in this form in the present text of Vakyapadrya but 
Nagesa explaining Kaiyata quotes Bhartrhari:] 

2.19.20 "sad aprcchakyacab karma tadacarakyaca hrtam I vakya
vacyamato 'vyakter yathabhyasab kramadi$U II nagda anyatrokta hari~Ja 
sad aprcchakkyacaf:t karma vakya eva prayujyate I prasiddhena krtah sabdo 
bhavagarhabhidhayina I I abhyase tulyarilpo 'pi na yanantab pravartate I 
iti" 
This is with some variants V.P. 3.14, 72-73. 
1. vrtab 2. rilpatvan na 3. prasujyate 
72.B "Therefore, even though the pratyaya kyac expressive of desire has an 
object, it is used only in a sentence." 
putram icchati ma7Javakam iti 
Helaraja: Thus only he desires a youth as his son. 
73. "The word formed with the pratyaya yan (P.3.1.23) being reserved for 
the well-known idea of disapproval of the action; such a word is not used to 
express repetition because the form would be the same (and so there might 
be misunderstanding)." 
The expressions lolupyate ca{jakramyate ja{jagamyate formed with yad 
express the idea of disapproval. 
(lupasadacarajapajabhadahadamsagrbhyo bhavagarhayam 3.1.24) 
(nityam kautilye gatau 3.1.23) 
Or crookedness of the gait. 
That is why even though the same pratyaya is taught in the sense of 
repetition of the action it is not used in that sense, because there is a 
possibility of misunderstanding. To express the idea of repetition the 
sentence is used, not the complex formation. 
puna/:! puna/:t kramati vrtti ca{jakramyate 
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(dhator ekaco haladef:z kriyasamabhihare ymi 3.1.22) 

2.19.12 atheheti II 
Now here kyac should be applicable. 

Kai. "icchakyajantat karmm:ti pratyayotpatti/:l prakarantare!Jtlsa<jkayate I" 
The arising of the pratyaya in the sense of karman after that ending in kyac 
in the sense of desire is conjectured (as possible) by another way. 
"tathahi yady atra kyaj bhavati tad ecchamatrasya kyacabhidhanad 
avasyal!l karmaiJe 'bhidhanasya tadvacina pratyayenotpattavyam I yatha 
putr'iyatrti kartrabhidhanaya tipa I" 
For so, if here kyac is applicable because of the expressing by kyac of mere 
desire, it is essential for the expressing of karmanlobject that it be produced 
by a pratyaya expressing that. As for example in the form putrryati, tip ( = ti 
is to be produced) for expressing the agent (He desires a son for himself). 

2.19.13 svasabdeneti II 
"Desire already expressed by its own (fully inflected) form." 

Kai. "i$tasabdasamanadhikaraTJyat putra ity anena nirbhuvate$ikriyapek$a
karmabhavasyarthasya pratipadanad ity artha/:l I ayam arthaf:z yada 
kriyaphalasya karmaTJaf:z pradhanyal!l pratipipadyi$ita1Jl tada vakyam eva 
prayujyate puttra i$ta ityadi na tu vayajantaf:z tasya karmakatvat karmaTJi 
pratyayanutpadat /" 
'The meaning is 'By reason of the statement expressing the putra (as 
karman), because in the sense of the same case relation with the desired 
word (i.e. because of putra the sup ending word failing to express the object, 
kyac does not follow) due to the understanding of the meaning of the 
condition of karman with regard to the action of i$ (to desire) being 
distorted or (as object distorted =) abandoned. This is the meaning, when 
there is the pre-eminence of the karman, as fruit of the action desired to be 
taught, then a sentence alone is used 'the desired son' etc., but not a kyac 
ending word because of its intransitive nature. There is not production of a 
pratyaya in the sense of the karman.' 

2.19.21 gausamantlk$areti 
"Kyac acts after the word 'go', words with simple vowels and those 
ending in n." 

Kai. "akaradayo dasa samanaf:z I tatra !variJtlntasya pratipadikasya sam

bhadrkarantasya saptanangrahaiJam asmin tu nyase 'vyaptif:z, vacyat'ityady
asiddhiprasangat I bhi1$yakare!Ja tu matabhedapradarsanayopanyasaf:z 
krtaf:z" 
'The ten beginning with a are the same. Amongst them, because of the 
impossibility of a pratipadika in ! and r the reference is for seven (four 
short and three long). In this written text there is inadequate pervasion or 
extent of definition (of the scope of the rule), because of the possibility of 
the forms vacyati etc. being valid forms. However, for showing a difference 
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of opinion by the Bhi1$yakara/Patafijali, this statement is made.' 

2.19.22 gavyati 
'He desires a cow for himself.' 

vanto yi pratyaye 6.1.79 
"Those ending in v (namely av and av) act in place of o and au before a 
pratyaya beginning with ya." 
'go kyac tip' 

2.19.24 kamyac ca II 
ka • subantat karmm;a atmecchayam kamyac pratyayo bhavati I 

kiimyac ca //3/11911 

2.19.25 kimarthas cakara/:l I svartha/:l I cito 'nta udatto bhavatrty 
antodattatvarn yatha syat I naitad asti prayojanam I 

2.20.1 dhatusvare!Japy etat siddham I kakarasya tarhrtsafijfiapari
trtl]Jtirtha/:l aditas cakara/:l kartavya/:l II ata uttararn pathati I 

Pa]Jini 3.1.9: And the pratyaya kamyac also (acts in the sense of desire 
for oneself after a word ending in a sup/case pratyaya expressing the 
karman!object wished). 

Bha~ya: What is the purpose of the letter c? For the purpose of accent 
(so that there should be final udatta) by the satra (cita/:l anta/:l udatta/:l) 
(6.1.163). This is not the purpose. This is also established by the dhatu 
accent. Then the initial c should be made for protecting the letter k 
from being an it/indicatory letter. Therefore (the varttikakara) reads 
what follows. 

2 .20.1 kamyacas citkara]Jtin arthakyarn kasyedarthabhavat I I 1 I I 

kamyacas citkara!Jam anarthakam I kakarasya tarhrtsafijfia 
kasman na bhavati 

2.20.5 idarthabhavat I itkaryabhavad atretsafijfia na bhavi~yati I nanu 
ca lopa evetkaryam I akaryarn !opal; I iha hi sabdasya karyartho 
va bhavaty upadesa/:l srava]Jtirtha va I karyarn ceha nasti I 
karye 'sati yadi srava]Jam api na syad upade§o 'narthaka/:l syatll 

Varttika 1: It is pointless to form an it c for kamyac because there 
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exists no purpose in the letter k being called it/indicatory. 
Bha~ya: Forming an it c for kamyac is pointless. Then why is not the 
technical name it applicable to the letter k (of kamyac)? Because of the 
absence of purpose for an it letter. In the absence of a grammatical 
operation for an it letter the technical name it will not be (applicable). 
But surely lopa/elision alone is the (grammatical operation of it). Lopa 
is not a grammatical operation. For here the 'original teachinglupadda' 
is for the purpose of the grammatical operation or for the purpose of 
hearing. 

And here there is no (grammatical operation). If, when there does 
not exist a grammatical operation hearing also is not there, then the 
original teaching/upadda would be useless. 

2.20.7 idam tarhrtkaryam lagnicitkamyati I kitrti gw;aprati~edho yatha 
syat I naitad asti prayojanam I sarvadhatukardhadhatukayor 
aligasya gw;a ucyate dhatos ca vihita/:t pratyaya/:t se~a ardha
dhatukasamjfia labhate na cayam dhator vidhryate II idam tarhi/ 
upayatkamyati I kitrti samprasara7Jaf!l yatha syat I etad api nasti 
prayojanam I yajadibhir atra kitam vise~ayi~yama/:t I 

This then is the grammatical operation of the it letter k, namely (in the 
expression) agnicitkamyati "He desires to kindle the agnicit/sacrificial 
fire for himself'; so that when it k follows there should be prohibition 
of gu7Ja. This is not the purpose. When a sarvadhatuka or an 
ardhadhatuka pratyaya follows, gu7Ja is stated for an aliga, and the 
pratyaya which is remaining (i.e. other than tin or sit) ordained after a 
dhatu obtains the technical name ardhadhatuka and this (pratyaya) is 
not ordained after a dhatu. 

Then this is the purpose, upayatkamyati "He desires the upayat 
(two additional formulas at an animal sacrifice) for himself. So that 
when it k follows there should be samprasaralJ,am!vocalisation of the 
semivowel (of they of yaj). 

This also is not the purpose. We will specify (that elsewhere) by 
the word k-it (having an indicatory k) in connection with yaj (dhatu) 
and the rest. 

2.20.12 yajadrnam ya/:t kid iti I kas ca yajadrnam kit I yajadibhyo yo 
vihita iti II athapi kathaficid itkaryam syat I evam api na do~a/:t I 
kriyate nyasa eva dvicakarako nirdda/:t I supa atmana/:t 
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kyacckamyac ceti II atha va chandasametat I dr~tanuvidhis 

chandasi bhavati na catra samprasarm;a111 drsyate I 

(Saying) "And among the dhatus yaj and the rest whatever has an 
indicatory k ... " And which of the pratyayas for (dhatus) yaj and the 
rest have an it k? That which is ordained after yaj and the rest. 

Still now, even if somehow there should be a grammatical 
operation (for the it letter) so also there is no fault. The written/literal 
text is formed indicating two c letters as supa atmana/:l kyacckamyac ca 
(c goes by sa1]1yogantasya lopa/:l8.2.23). 

Otherwise this is a usage peculiar to the Veda. It is seen (as an 
operation) according to rule/order in conformity with what is found in 
the chandas and here samprasara!Jam is not seen. 

NOTES ON MAHABHA$YA ON P~INI 3.1.9 

Bha$Ya asks the purpose of the it c; Varttikakara says there is no purpose in 
k being called it. Bha$ya suggests the purpose is to prevent gu1Ja in 
agnicit-kamyati or if not for samprasara7Jam of yaj in upayat kamyati. 
There are really two c's or finally it is in conformity with Vedic usage 
where samprasara7Ja does not occur. 

Pradfpa 

19.24 atmana/:z putram icchati putrakamyati I 
'He desires a son of his own.' 
pan (kryao U0 seo 1481 pavane) ktra 

'puvo hrasvas ca' U1J 0 4.164 
yadva punnarakastrayate I 'supi' 3.2.4 ka/:z 
e. g. vastrakamyati I ka 0 

He desires clothes for himself to represent a garment, vam. 4.1.9 (in a 
quotation) 
yatha svo rathakamyati II kathaka smn ° 7.5 

As the horse longs for a chariot or wishes to be yoked to a chariot; 

19.25 cito 'nta udatto II 
cita/:z 6.1.163 

"A stem formed by a pratyaya, agama or adda having an indicatory c has 
udatta on the end syllable." 
Final udatta follows on by anuvrtti. 
kar$Cltvato ghana 'nta udatta/:z 6.1.159 
dhatusvare7Ja II dhato/:z 6.1.162 

"For a dhatu final udatta accent." 
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"An initial c (should be formed)." by cuta 1.3.7 
an initial CU1Tl (c ch j jh fi talu), an initial tulTl (t th 4 cjh ~ mardha) of a 
pratyaya have the technical name it (indicatory letter anubandha). The c 
(proposed) would be it but without a k initial of kamyac would be called it 
by lasakvataddhite 1.3.8. 
"The initial la s and ku la sa I kulTl (k kh g gh li ka~tha) of all pratyayas 
except taddhitas, are called it," and therefore k would be elided by tasya 
lopa/:t 1.3.9 ita/:t 

upamiiniid iiciire 1/3/111011 

adhikaraTJ,tlc ca 11111 

20.17 adhikaraTJ,tlc ceti vaktavyarn prtlsadzyati kutyam kutzyati prtlsada 
ity atrapi yatha sytlt II 

PaTJ,ini 3.1.10: The pratyaya kyac optionally acts in the sense of 
conduct after a word ending in a sup/case pratyaya denoting the object 
of comparison. 

Varttika 1: And (after a word denoting) location or place (of 
comparison, kyacpratyaya acts). 

Bha~ya: And (kyac) should be stated (as coming after a word denoting) 
the location of comparison. So that here too kyac should be applicable. 
prtlsadzyati kutytlm "In a hut, he behaves as if he were in a palace". 
kutzyati prtlsade "He dwells in a palace as if it were a hut, or imagining 
himself to be in a hut". 

NOTES ON MAHABHA$YA ON PA~INI 3.1.10 

This has only one varttika increasing the scope of kyac to location of 
comparison as well as object. Bharya gives two appropriate examples: 
prasadryati kutyam, He imagines himself in a palace when in a hut. kutryati 
prasade, He imagines himself in a hut when actually in a palace. Neither 
appear in any other context (the latter not even in kasika). 
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2.20.20 kartul;t kyansalopas ca 1/3/111111 

salopasanniyogenayam kyan vidhr:yate tena yatraiva salopas 
tatraiva syat I payayate I iha na syat I a pi kakal; syenayate I I 
nai~a do~al; I pradhanasi~tal; kyan I anvac(lyasi~tal; salopo yatra 
ca sakaram pasyasrti I tad yatha I kascid ukto grame bhik~am 
cara devadattam canayeti sa grame bhik~am carati yadi 
devadattam pasyati tam apyanayati I I 

PaiJini 3.1.11: The pratyaya kyan optionally acts in the sense of 
conduct after a word ending in a sup/case pratyaya denoting the 
karman/object of comparison for the agent; and there is lopa/elision of 
the finals. 

Bha~ya: The pratyaya kyan is ordained in conjunction with !opal 
elision of s. Therefore wherever there is lopa/elision of s, there should 
the pratyaya (kyan) be applicable. payayate "It is fluid" (i.e. it behaves 
like payas!water or milk). Here in api kakal; syenayate "Does the crow 
behave like a hawk?" (kyan) would not be (applicable). This is not the 
case. Kyan is taught as of primary importance, (whereas) elision of sis 
propounded as a rule of secondary importance, being applicable where 
you see the letter s is (actually present). As for example, someone said 
"Go about begging for alms in the village and bring Devadatta". He 
goes about begging for alms in the village and if he sees Devadatta he 
brings him also. 

2.21.1 salopo va /Ill/ 

salopo veti vaktavyam I payayate payasyate I I 

Varttika 1: Optionally !opal elision of s. 

Bha~ya: It should be stated that there is optionally lopa/elision of s 
(e.g.) payayate or payasyate "It is fluid". 

2 .21.3 o jo 'psarasor nityam I 121 I 

ojo 'psarasor nityam salopo vaktavyal; I ojayamlinam yo ahim 
jqghanq I apsarayate II 
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Varttika 2: There is invariable (elision of s) of ojas and apsaras. 

Bha~ya: It should be stated that there is invariably elision of the s of 
ojas and apsaras. ojayamanarn yo ahirn jaghana (/5.gVeda 2.22.11) 
"Who has slain the serpent as he showed his strength". apsarayate 
"She behaves like an apsara/nymph". 

2.21.6 apara aha I salopo 'psarasa eva I payasyata ity eva bhavit
avyam iti II katham ojayamanarn yo ahirn jaghaneti I chandasaf:z 
prayogas chandasi ca dr~tam anuvidhryate II 

Another says, (there is) elision of the s of apsaras only. (Therefore) 
payasyate "It is fluid", alone should be its form. 

How (do we get the form) ojayamanarn yo ahirnjaghana "Who has 
slain the serpent as he showed his strength". (This is) a usage peculiar 
to the Veda. And in the chandas the operation is ordained in conformity 
with what is found. 

2.21.8 acare galbhaklrbaho4ebhyal:z kvib va 11311 

acare galbhaklrbaho4ebhyal:z kvib va vaktavyal:z I avagalbhate 
avagalbhayate I klrba I viklrbate viklrbayate I klrba I ho4a I 
viho4ate vihocf,ayate II kim prayojanam I kriyavacanata yatha 
syat I naitad asti prayojanam I dhatava eva galbhadayal:z I na 
caiva hy artha adisyante kriyavacanata ca gamyate I I 

Varttika 3: In the sense of conduct kvip optionally acts after 
(ava)galbha, klrba and hocf,a. 

Bha~ya: It should be stated that kvip optionally acts 'in the sense of 
conduct' after avagalbha, klrba and hocf,a. (It should be stated) 
avagalbhate or avagalbhayate "He is brave/valiant". (Thus) galbha 
(bold). So klrba (impotent, eunuch). viklrbate or viklrbayate "He 
behaves like a eunuch". So klrba. (Now) ho4a raft? Disrespect? 
vihocf,ate or vihocf,ayate "He disregards or disrespects". 

So what is the purpose of the varttika? So that the expressing of a 
(verbal noun) or a verbal activity should be understood. This is not the 
purpose. Avagalbha and the rest are in fact dhatus. Also the meanings 
are not in fact indicated and expressing of the verbal activity is 
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understood. 
2.21.12 ida111 tarhi prayojanaml avagalbha viklzba vihocja I a 

pratyayat (3.3.102) ity akaro yatha syat I ma bhad evam I guros 
ca halaf:t (1 03) ity eva111 bhavi.}yati II ida111 tar hi I ava
galbhaiicakre viklzbaiicakre vihocjaiicakre I kaspratyayad am 
amantre (3.1.35) 

2.21.15 ityam yatha syat I 

This then is the purpose (to form the words) avagalbha (boldness, 
valour?) viklzba (impotence?) and vihoc;la (disregard, disrespect). So 
that there should be the pratyaya a (by the satra) "apratyayat 3.3.102". 
"After a dhatu that ends in a pratyaya there is the pratyaya a, the word 
being feminine". Thus it should not be applicable. It will be formed by 
guros ca halaf:t 3.3.103. "The pratyaya a acts after a dhatu having a 
guru (prosodially heavy vowel), and ending in a consonant in the 
feminine". Thus it will be (stated). 

This then is the purpose: avagalbhaiicakre "He has been bold". 
viklzbaiicakre "He has behaved like a eunuch". vihocjaiicakre "He has 
disregarded or shown disrespect" (i.e. to form the periphrastic perfect) 
so that the pratyaya am should be (applicable) because of the satra 
kaspratyayadamamantre Ziti 3.1.35. "Am is the pratyaya of the dhatu 
kas (to cough) and of those dhatus that are formed by pratyayas (i.e. 
derivative verbs), when lit (pratyaya conveying the sense of the perfect 
tense) follows, except in the mantra/Veda. 

2.21.16 apara aha I sarvapratipadikebhya acare kvib vaktavyo 'svati 
gardabhatzty evam artham I na tarhzdanz111 galbhadyanukra
ma"(lalJI kartavyam I kartavya111 ca I ki111 prayojanam I atmane
padarthan anubandhanasmik.}yamfti I galbha klzba hocja II 

Another says "kvip should be stated as acting in the sense of conduct 
after all dhatus, for the sake of the forms asvati "He behaves like a 
horse". gardabhati "He represents or behaves like an ass/donkey". 

Then, should there not now be brought about a methodical 
enumeration of galbha etc.? It should be done. What is the purpose? 
Thus I will attach indicatory letters for the purpose of (indicating) 
atmanepadam + galbha, klzba, hocja. 
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NOTES ON MAHABHASYA ON PAIJINI 3.1.11 

General Summary 
Bha.: Introduces by illustrating the distinction between the rule of primary 

importance in the satra kyan and the rule of secondary importance, 
elision of s, like begging for alms and bringing Devadatta (if there!) 

Va. 1: Gives optionallopa of sand bha~a gives the example of payas. 
Va. 2: Says the elision of s of ojas and apsaras is invalid. Bha:jya 

introduces a further view that only s of apsaras is in fact elided. 
Ojayamanam is Vedic usage. 

Va. 3: States that kvip optionally acts after galbha, klzba and ho4a in the 
sense of conduct. 

Bha.: Bha~a explains the purpose of the varttika so that periphrastic 
perfect can be formed. Another (varttika) says kvip should be stated as 
following all dhatus in the sense of conduct. A full enumeration of 
galbha etc. should be made for purpose of indicatory letter indicating 
atmanepada. 

Bha~ya Summary 
2.20.21 payayate 

"It is or becomes fluid." 
It behaves like 'payas' 
paya (bhvao ao seo 476 gatau) asun 
or pz4 (dio ao ao 1141 pane) 

sarvadhatubhyo 'sun w;a 0 4 183 
paya salopa kyan "akrtsarvadhatukyo/:t" 7.4.25 (dzrghal;) 

2.20.22 pradhanasi!fta/:t kyan 
"Kyan is taught or laid down as of primary importance" 

anvacayasi!fta/:t salopo. salopa is propounded as a rule or matter of 
secondary importance 
"pradhananvacayasi!ftayo/:t pradhane sampratyaya" vya4i pari 67 

also cf Vardhamana in his svapajiia-tzka on GRM (4) 
ca iti anvacaya hetu:ju bhik:jabhata gam canaya 
The two occur together again in M.Bh. only at 7.3.118 va 0 4 
pradhanasi!ftabhautvam sanvacayasi!ftamatvam yatha kyani salopa/:t 

2.21.1 klrbam m.f.(a)n. impotent, emasculated, a eunuch 
A.V. 6.138.8112 8.6.11 
klzbate klzbrm (bha 0 ao se 0 381 agha:jtarya) ka igupudhajiiaprzkira/:t 
'in lack of boldness' ka/:t 3.1.125 

klzba ya te to behave like a eunuch Vop. 21.7 
ho4a m. a raft, float, boat Trik. 1.2.13 a title of a particular class of 
kayasthas and of Srotriya Brahmal}as in Bengal (SK.D. Suppl.) 
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hocja (bhvao G 0 seo 305 anadare) ac 3.1.124 
bhvao pao Se 0 354 gatau) 

to disregard, disrespect, to go, move (Vop.) 
prthvadibhya imanijva 5.1.122 (18 hocja) 
vihocjate and vihocjatate Not even recorded in Lex. 
'He disregards or goes.' 
Kvip Denominative pratyaya zero acting after any substantive in the sense 
behaviour/conduct. (Elsewhere a krt pratyaya 3.2.61, 76, 77, 87-92, 
177-179) 
k lasakvataddhite 1.3.8 
it upadese 'janunasika it 1.3.2 
v veraprkattasya 6.1.67 
p halantyam 1.3 .3 

tasya !opal; 1.3.9 
3.2.11 va 2 21.1 

2.21.4 ojayamanam yo ahim }a ghana 
ojas ubja (tu pa se 1303 arjave) asun w:za 183 
ubjebahe balopas ca w:za 4.192 
ojaya akrtsarvadhatukayor drrghal; 7.4.25 
ojaya muk sanae "lata/; satrsanacavaprathamasamanadhikarm:ze" 3.2.124 
ane muk 7.2.82 
ojayamana 
Other examples of ojaya are: 
ojayamanastanvas ca sumbhate (S.V 140 .6) 
"(Agni) proving his might, he decks the glory of his form" 
ojayamanam tuvijata tavyana (S.V 3.32.11) 
"(0 Indra) thou puissant God, more mighty (slewest Pahi) showing his 
strength." The varttika 1 and 2 are found in a semi-sloka varttika in Kas. 
ojaso 'psaraso nityam payasas tu vibha!faya 
(sakarasyeryate {opal; sabdasastravicak!fa~:tai/; (}ai o SUo 2.1.91)) 

2.21.5 apsarayate 
"She behaves like a nymph." 

The word apsara in found in the A. V. in the form apsarapati a 0 4.37.7 
which would give the form here without s lopa if apsara were the 
pratipadika form, but it seems to be derived from apsaras 
adabhyal; saranti taratesurana UIJ o 4.237 
ap sr (bhvao pao ao 935) gatau asun 

galbha m.f.n. bold Vop. 21.7 
galbhayate to be bold 
avagalbhate or avagalbhayate to be brave, valiant, Pat. 
galbha (bhvao seo 392 dha!ftarye) ac 3.1.34 the boldness 

2.21.12 avagalbha f. boldness, not recorded 
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viklrba impotence 
vihocja disregard 
'apratyayat' 3.3.102 
Dhatus that end in a pratyaya are derivative dhatus (e.g. desiderative, 
causative, intensives and denominatives), all enjoined in this first section of 
3.1.5-32. Though taking pratyayas they are called dhatus by sanadyanta 
dhatava/:t 3.1.32 
It is after these that the pratyaya a is used in forming a feminine noun. 
2. guros ca halaf:t 3.3.103 (striyam, a) 
'guru' (having) a prosodially heavy vowel is defined saytZyoge guru 1.4.11 
(hrasvam) "When a conjunct consonant follows a short vowel it is termed 
heavy (guru)." 
drrghartZ ca 1.4.12 (guru) "And a long vowel is also termed guru." 
Therefore all three are guru (o being a drrgha vowel) 

2.14.3 avagalbhartZ cakre 
avagalbha am lit kaspratyayadamamantre Ziti 3.1.35 amaf:t 2.4.8 (le, luk) 
"There is luk elision in place of that pratyaya lit (sign of the perfect) 
coming after am." 
krnvanuprayujyate Ziti 3.1.40 
"After a dhatu ending with am the dhatu kr is annexed (as auxiliary verb) 
when lit follows." 

2.21.16 vao 3 
asvati ka asva ivacarati asvayate 
Kas. 'Some say kvip pratyaya (optionally acts) after all pratipadikas!crude 
bases (and kymi in the alternative) "to behave like a horse" 
asvayate formed with kyac means "to wish for horses".' 
asvaghasyat 7.4.37 "In the Vedas long a acts in place of the final of asva 
and agha before the denominative pratyaya kyac (3.2.8) 
'asvayanto maghavan' ]!.. V. 7.32.23 "Desiring horse, 0 1ndra, (we call on 
thee)." 
asva asrnute asu (svao ao sea 1264 vyaptau) kvan Saliaf:tteca asumu$ifati UTJa 

1.151 
gardabhati To represent an ass Sah 10.21 
gardabha gardati garda (svao pa 0 seo 58 sabde) abhac 
krsrlikaligardimyo 'bhac u 3.122 
3. atmanepadarthanubandhanasmik$yamrti anudattmiita atmanepadam 
1.3.12 
"After a dhatu having an indicatory anudatta vowel (here a) or an 
indicatory n the pratyayas of the atmanepada are to be applied." e.g. 
galbhayate. 
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2.21.19 bhrsadibhyo bhuvyacver lopas ca halal;l/131111211 

2.21.10 halo lopasanniyogenayam kyan vidhryate tena yatraiva halo 
lopas tatraiva prasajyeta I nai$a do$ab I pradhanasi$tab kyan I 
anvacayasi$to halo lopo yatra ca halam pasyasrti I I 

Pa~Jini 3.1.12: The pratyaya kyan in the sense of becoming (what the 
thing previously was not), acts after the pratipadikas bhrsa and the rest, 
which do not end with the pratyaya cvi (5.4.50) (a-bhata tadbhave 
krbhvastiyoge sampadyakartari cvi) and there is lopa/elision of the 
(final) consonant. 

Bha$ya: Kyan is ordained in conjunction/simultaneously with the 
elision of a (final) consonant, therefore wherever there is elision of a 
(final) consonant there only kyan obtains. There is no fault - kyan is 
taught as of primary importance. The elision of a (final) consonant is 
propounded as a rule or matter of secondary importance, i.e. (only) 
when you see a (final) consonant (elide it). 

2.21.24 bhrsadi$V abhatatadbhavagraha7J.am II 1 II 

bhrsadi$V abhatatadbhavagrahalJam kartavyam I iha ma bhat I 
2.21.25 kva diva bhrsa bhavantrti II 

Varttika 1: In relation to the words bhrsa and the rest there should be 
specific mention of becoming what a thing previously was not before. 

Bha$ya: A mention should be made of (the meaning) "becoming what a 
thing was not before" in relation to the words bhrsa etc., (so that) here 
it should not be (applicable). kva diva bhrsa bhavanti - "Where do 
they become strong by day?" 

2.22.1 cviprati$edhanarthakyam ca bhavaty arthe kyanvacantlt 11211 

cviprati$edhas canarthakab I kim kara7J.am I bhavaty arthe kyan
vacantlt I bhavaty arthe hi kyan vidhryate II 

Varttika 2: And the prohibition of cvi is meaningless because of the 
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statement of (ordaining) kyan in the sense of becoming (what the thing 
was not before). 

Bhii$ya: And the prohibition of cvi is meaningless. What is the reason? 
Because of kyan being ordained in the sense of becoming (what it was 
not before). For kyan is ordained in the sense of becoming (what it was 
not before). 

2.22.3 bhavatiyoge cvividhanam 11311 

bhavatina yoge cvir vidhryate I yatra cvinoktatviit tasyarthasya 
kyan na bhavi$yati II qajantad api tarhi na prapnoti I patapata
yate I qajapi hi bhavatina yoge vidhryate bhavatyarthe kya$ I 

Varttika 3: (There is) ordaining of cvi (in the sense of becoming what it 
was not before) with the dhatu bha. 

Bhii$ya: Cvi is ordained in conjunction with the dhatu bha. Because of 
its meaning being expressed together with cvi, kyan will not be 
(applicable) there. Then also after that ending in qac, it (kymi) does not 
obtain e.g. patapatayate "He makes a sound (like) pata pata (who did 
not make it before)". 

For qac (also) is ordained in conjunction with the dhatu bha (and) 
kya$ in the sense of becoming (what it was not before). 

2.22 .8 qaci vacanapramiilJYiit I 141 I 

qaci vacanapramiilJyiid bhavi$yati I kif!l vacanapramiilJyam I 
lohitadiqajbhyab kya$ ( 3 .1.13) iti II 

Varttika 4: From the authority of (another) rule, when qac follows 
(there is kya$). 

Bhii$ya: There will be (applicability of kya$) because of the authority 
of (another rule). 

What rule's authority? lohitadiqajbhyab kya$ (3.1.13) "Kya$ acts 
after the words lohita (red)" etc. and after those that end with the 
pratyaya qac (when they do not take the pratyaya cvi)". 
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2.22.11 iha kincid akriyama7Jarn codyate kincic ca kriyama1Jarn 
pratyakhyayate I sa satrabheda/:l krto bhavati II yathanyasam 
evastu I nanu coktam iha kasman na bhavati kva diva bhrsa 
bhavantrti I nanivayuktam anyasadrsadhikara1Je tatha hy 
arthagati/:l I nanyuktam iva yuktarn va yat kincid iha drsyate 
tatranyasmins tatsadrse karyarn vijnayate tatha hy artho 
gamyate I abrahma7Jam anayety ukte brahma7Jasadrsa 

2.22.15 anzyate nasau lo$tamanzya krtz bhavati I evam ihapy acvet iti 
cviprati$edhad anyasminn acvyante cvisadrse karyarn vijnasyatel 
kirn cato 'nyadacvyantarn cvisadrsam I abhatatadbhavaf:t II 

Here something not being produced is spoken of and something being 
produced is to be rejected. That makes this division of the satra. 

Let it be according to the text of the sutra, as it is written down. 
And surely it was said, "Why is not (kymi) applicable here?" kva diva 
bhrsa bhavanti "Where do they become many day by day" (By the 
paribha$a 74) nafiivayuktamanyasadrsadhikara1Je tatha hyarthagati/:l 
"(An expression) formed by the addition of the (negative) nan or (the 
particle of comparison) iva, to (some word or other) denotes something 
which is different from and (yet) similar to (what is denoted by the 
latter) because it is so that (such expressions) are generally understood 
in that way". 

(To explain), whatever is seen here having the (negative) nan or 
(the particle of comparison) iva (implies that) in respect of that an 
operation is effected on another similar to that because the meaning is 
understood (in that way). When it is said "Bring a non-Brahman" one 
in fact brings (someone) like a Brahman, but he does not accomplish 
the act after having brought clods of earth. 

Thus here also, because of the prohibition 'not after that (ending 
in) cvi', the operation will be known in (the context of) some other 
non-cvi ending word (but in fact) like cvi (in meaning). And what other 
than this is not ending in cvi but is like cvi? That which is becoming 
what it was not before. 

2.22.18 iha kascit prakrtaya/:l sopasarga/:l pathyante I abhimanas 
sumanas unmanas durmanas I tatra vicaryate I bhrsadi$apa
sarga/:l pratyayarthavise$a7Jarn va syat I abhibhavatau subhava
tau udbhavatau 

2.22.19 durbhavatav iti I prakrtyarthavise$a7Jam va I abhimanas 
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sabdat I sumanassabdat unmanassabdat durmanassabdad iti II 
yuktarrz, punar idarrz, vicarayitum I tanu tenasandigdhena prakrty
arthavise$a-t:tena bhavitavyarrz, yavata prakprakrteb pathyante I 
yadi hi pratyayarthavise$m;arrz, syat pragbhavate pathyeran II 
neme sakyab pragbhavate pathitum I 

Here some bases are recited with upasargas, abhi manas (rn.f.n. having 
the mind directed towards, desirous of, longing for), su-manas (rn.f.n. 
good minded, well disposed, benevolent, gracious, favourable, pleasant, 
agreeable), unmanas (rn.f.n. excited or disturbed in mind, perplexed, 
longing or wishing for), dur-manas (n. bad disposition, perversity of 
mind, cf Greek dus-rnenes) in bad or low spirits, sad, melancholy. 

There, in that context it is doubted whether in the words bhrsa and 
the rest the upasarga should be optionally qualifying the meaning of 
the pratyaya (thus abhi) in the sense of overcoming, conquering or 
approaching; (su) in the sense of being excellent by nature; (ut) in the 
sense of corning up to, reaching, arising or corning forth; (dur) in the 
sense of being bad. 

Or else (the upasargas serve to) qualify the meaning of the base. 
Thus, (acting) after the word abhimanas (mind directed to, desirous), 
after the word sumanas (good minded), after the word unmanas 
(excited in mind), or after the word durmanas (bad disposition). 

It is proper to ponder on this further. Surely the (upasargas) should 
be undoubted qualifications of the meaning of the base, inasmuch as 
(the upasargas) are recited before the base. For if they were 
qualifications of the meaning of the pratyaya they would be recited 
before bha. It is not possible for these to be recited before bha. 

2.22.23 evarrz, visi$te hi pratyayarthe bhrsadimatrad utpattib pra
sajyeta I tasman naivarrz, sakyarrz, vaktum I na cedevarrz, jayate 
vicarm;a I I kas catra vise$ab I 

For thus when the meaning of the pratyaya is specified, the arising of 
(the pratyaya) after the whole of (the group) bhrsa and the rest would 
be applicable. Therefore it is not (in fact) possible to speak thus. And if 
not thus the matter has to be discussed. 

And what is the distinction here? 

2.23.1 bhrsadi$apasargab pratyayarthavise$m:zam iti cet svare do$a/:z 
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11511 
bhrsadi$apasarga/:t pratyayarthavi5e$a!Jam iti cetsvare do.$0 
bhavati I abhimantlyate I tiliiwtilia/:t (8.1.28) iti nighata/:t 
prasajyate II astu tarhi prakrtyarthavise$a!Jam I 

Varttika 5: If (we accept the statement) "in the words bhrsa and the 
rest. .. an upasarga qualifies the meaning of the pratyaya" (there is) a 
fault in relation to the accent. 

Bhtl$ya: If (we say) "in the words bhrsa and the rest an upasarga 
qualifies the meaning of the pratyaya" then there is a fault in relation to 
accent e.g. abhi-mantlyate "He longs for or desires". Here (by the rule) 
tiiuiatiliaf:t (8.1.28) "A finite verb is unaccented when a word precedes 
it which is not a finite verb" absence of accent would be wrongly 
applicable. 

Then let it be (that) it qualifies the meaning of the base. 

2.23.4 sopasargtld iti cedati do$a/:t 11611 
sopasargtld iti cedati do.$0 bhavati I svamantlyateti I I atyalpam 
idam ucyate 'ti d0.$0 bhavatrti I acjlyabdvirvacane$V iti 
vaktavyaml atyudahrtam I lyapi I sumanayya I dvirvacane I abhi
bhimantlyi$afe II nai$a do$a/:t I avasyam saligrtlmayate/:t sopa
sargad utpattir vaktavytl asaligrtlmayata sara ity evam artham I 
tan niyamtlrtham bhavi$yati I saligrtlmayater eva sopasargtln 
ntlnyasmtltsopasargtld iti II 

Varttika 6: If (we accept the statement after the word) 'together with an 
upasarga' (there is) a fault when (augment) at follows. 
Bhtl$ya: If (we say) after the words together with an upasarga there is a 
fault when (augment) at follows e.g. svamantlyata "He became 
cheerful or happy". This which is stated viz. "There is a fault when at 
(augment) follows" is too small (a scope). 

It should be stated "when there is at (augment), lyap (pratyaya) 
and reduplication (there is a fault)''. (The fault) "when at follows" is 
already illustrated. The fault when lyap follows is e.g. su-mantlya 
"Having become cheerful or happy". When there is reduplication, 
abhimi-mantlyi$afe "He desires or longs for ... " 

This is not a fault. It is essential that the production of pratyayas 
should be stated after saligrtlmayati in conjunction with or having its 
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upasarga attached for (explaining the form) a-smi-gramayata sural; 
"The hero made war/fought". 

It will be for the purpose of the restriction only after san
gramayati with its upasarga, not after any other verb with its upasarga. 

2.23.9 yadi niyamal; kriyate svaro na sidhyati I evaytl tarhi bhrsadi
$iipasargasya parangavadbhavam vak$yami II yadi parangavad
bhava ucyate '4lyabavirvacanani na sidhyanti I svaravidhav iti 
vak.~yami I evaYfl ca krtvastu pratyayarthavise$wtam api I nanu 
coktaY!l bhrsadi$iipasargal; pratyayarthavise$a]Jam iti cetsvare 
do$a iti I svare parangavadbhavena parihrtam I 

If the restriction is made, then the accent is not valid. 
Well then, I will say that in relation to bhrsa and the rest there is 

the condition of being like a part of that which follows. 
If it is said there is the condition of being like a part of that which 

follows, then (the accent of) those words having at, !yap or 
reduplication are not valid. 

I will say, "in relation to an accent rule" and having done so let it 
be also the qualification of the meaning of the pratyaya. 

But surely it was stated, "if it be a qualification of the pratyaya 
then there will be a fault in relation to accent". In relation to accent it is 
avoided by (stating) the condition of being like that which follows. 

23.14 ayaY!l tarhi pratyayarthavise$a1Je sati do$a/; kyanoktatvat 
tasyarthasyopasargasya prayogo na prapnoti I kiY!l kara7Jam I 
uktarthanaYfl aprayoga iti I tadyatha I api kakal; syenayata iti 
kyanoktatvad arcararthasyanal; prayogo na bhavati I asty atra 
vise$a/; I ekenatra visi$te praryayarthe pratyaya utpadyata iha 
punar ekena I tatra manayata ity ukte sandehal; syad 
amibhavatau subhavatav udbhavatau durbhavatav iti I tatrasan
dehartham upasargal; prayujyate II yatra tarhy ekena I 
utpucchayate I atrapy anekena I pucchadudasane 

23.20 pucchad vyasane pucchatparyasana iti II 

This then is a fault, when the qualification of the meaning of the 
pratyaya, because kyan has already expressed the meaning, the use of 
an upasarga does not obtain. 

What is the reason? "There is not usage (of a pratyaya or other 
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word element) for (the expressing of) those meanings which have 
already been stated. As for example api kakal; syentlyate "Does the 
crow behave like a hawk?" So here because by kyali has been 
expressed 'in the sense of conduct' there is not applicability of the 
upasarga ali (in the sense of conduct). There is a distinction. Here, 
when the meaning of the pratyaya is specified or distinguished by one 
upsarga the pratyaya arises, but here (it is distinguished) by more than 
one. There, when it is stated mantlyate "He is zealous, devoted, thinks 
or considers" there would be doubt as to whether kyali is added in the 
sense of abhi-bhavati (one who surpasses or overcomes), (su) in the 
sense of su-bhavati (being of excellent nature), (ud) in the sense of 
ud-bhavati (one who comes up to, reaches. arises or exists), and (dur) 
in the sense of dur-bhavati (existing on ill luck). 

Therefore for the purpose of avoiding doubt the upasarga is to be 
attached. Then, where Uoined) with only one (upasarga) the pratyaya 
acts, (e.g.) utpucchayate "It raises its tail". Here also (it acts) with more 
than one. Thus: 
pucchad-ud-asane "after puccha (tail) in the sense of raising". 
pucchad-vy-asane "after puccha (tail) in the sense of wagging about". 
pucchad-pary-asane "after puccha (tail) in the sense of throwing about 
!Jili acts". 

NOTES ON MAHABHA$YA ON PAfilNI 3.1.12 

Viirttika Summary 
Katyayana' s first varttika is an explanatory addition to the satra specifically 
stating the implication of mentioning cvi, that kymi too acts in the sense of 
'becoming what a thing previously was not after bhrsa etc.' Having said 
this, of course, prohibition of cvi in the satra, he declares meaningless. The 
next varttika is simply for clarification, since we know cvi is ordained in the 
sense of 'becoming' after bha by 5.4.50. Similarly the fourth varttika 
reiterates that kya~ is applicable when Q,ac follows by 3.1.13. 

The fifth varttika quotes a current view that in relation to bhrsa etc., an 
upasarga qualified the pratyaya (kyan) and states this will result in the 
wrong accent. Similarly if it is accepted that they are 'together with an 
upasarga', it produces a wrong form in relation to the augment at. 

Bhii!fya Summary 
In the introduction to the first varttika, Patafijali applies the distinction he 
used in the previous satra treating kyan as of primary importance and 
consonant elision as of secondary importance. He simply provides an 
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example from the Veda for the varttika. For clarification he simply adds on 
the second vtlrttika that this means kyan is ordained in the sense of 
'becoming .. .'. He then states the corollary of the third vtlrttika, that because 
of its meaning being expressed after bha by cvi, kyan will not be applicable. 
He introduces the fourth varttika by showing this implies kyan would not 
act after qtlc, hence the need for the varttika. 

Having quoted the satra referred to, he advocates no change in the 
satra. Instead a most helpful distinction is made on the basis of paribhtl'Jtl 
74 'naii-ivayukta' ... , whereby we understand the addition of negative or the 
particle of comparison as denoting something different yet similar like 
'bring a non-brahma7Ja'. So we may understand a-cvi not ending in cvi, but 
like it in meaning 'becoming .. .'. 

The bhtl'Jya then quotes a list of words from bhrsa ga~Ja with 
upasargas, asking whether these qualify the meaning of the pratyaya kyan 
or the prakrti manas etc. This doubt prompts the next varttika, upon which 
Pataiijali explains, 'there wrongly would be absence of udatta accent by 
8.1.28, if the upasarga qualifies the meaning of the pratyaya. So, let the 
upasarga qualify the prakrti. 'In which case he implies on the sixth, 
augment at would wrongly precede both su and manas etc. Moreover the 
same fault applies when !yap and reduplication occur. Then restriction 
should be made to the one case where it does apply after sam-gramayati. To 
achieve the correct accent for bhrsa etc., it will have to be stated there is 
'being like a part of what follows', but only in relation to accent rules, 
otherwise the accent with at etc., would be wrong. 

The final problem is the function of the upasarga. If there cannot be 
usage of an element for expressing what kyan has already expressed, then 
an of syenayate cannot express conduct. However, in the case of abhi etc. 
manas, the words are indicated with upasarga to remove doubt. Elsewhere 
with !Jin even where there are several upasargas the same operates. 

Kasika bhrsa ity evam adibhya/:t pratipadikebhyo 'cvyantebhyo bhuvi 
bhavaty art he kyan pratyayo bhavati, halanttlntlrrt ca !opal;/ acvel; iti 
pratyekam abhisambadhyate 
"The pratyaya k-ya-n acts in the sense of becoming (what it was not 
before) after the crude bases!pratipadika bhrsa and the rest not 
ending in the pratyaya cvi and there is lopa elision (of the final) of 
those (words) ending in a consonant (hal)." 

The restriction, not (ending in the) pratyaya cvi, is to be connected with 
each (word in the bhrsa ga~Ja). 
bhrsa m.f.n. strong, vehement, mighty, powerful, Mn. Mbh. etc. 
bhrsate bhrsu (dio pao seo 1224 adha/:t patane) ka/:t in falling down (heavily) 
antarbhavita~Jyarthat igupadha 3.2.135 
bhrsayte to become powerful or strong or vehement Bhatt 17-93 
(who was not before) 
bhuvi bha ni m.f.n. becoming, being, casting 
bha ( bhva 0 pa o se 0 1 satttlytlm) kvip ( kartari) 
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in existence, being greatness, excellence. 
anyebhyo 'pi drsyate 3.2.178 (kvip) 
a cve/:t a cvi nasi 
not after cvi actually present, but having that meaning 

(abhata tadbhave) krbhvastiyoge sampadyakartaricvi 5.4.50 
"The pratyaya cvi acts after a word when the agent has attained the 
new state, expressed by the word, (what the thing previously was not), 
and when the dhatus kr (to make), bha (to be), and as (to be) are 
conjoined with it." 

The whole is lopa elided by 
cuta 1.3.7, 1.3.2, 6.1.67 
tasya lopa/:t 1.3.9 
3. "pradhanasista .. . anvacayasistal:t" see 3 .1.12; 2 .. 21.21 

2.21.25 "kva diva bhrsa bhavanti" 
Where do they become strong by day? 

cf naktarrr dadrsre kuhaciddiva rpu/:t 8.. V. kuha ciddiw?yu/:t 1.24 .1 0 
"Whither by day depart (the constellations) that shine at night (set high in 
heaven above us)?" 
Kai. "atrabhatatadbhava bhava/:t" 
"Here there is absence of becoming what the thing was not before " 

2.22.5 bhavatina yoge cvir vidhryate 
"cvi is ordained in conjunction with the dhatu bha." 

krbhvastiyoge sampadyakartari cvi 5.1.40 
see note on Pat. 2.22.5 
cvinoktatvad iti 
"because of (its meaning) being expressed together with cvi." 
Kai. "cvisahacaritena bhavatinety artha/:t" 
"The meaning is with bha going with cvi." 

2.22.6 rjajantad api 
"After that ending in rjac also kyan does not obtain." 

avyaktanukarw;ad dvyaj avararddhat anitau rjac 5.4.57 
"The pratyaya rjac acts after the half of the word denoting an imitation of 
an articulate sound, when that half consists of at least two syllables, and 
when it is not followed by the (quotation mark) iti." 
patapatat karoti patapata karoti 
"He makes a sound like patat patat." 
In fact kyan will be applicable by lohitadiqajbhya/:t kyas 3.1.13 (bhuvi) 
"The pratyaya k-ya-s acts after the words lohita and the rest and after these 
that end with the pratyaya rjac (5.4.57) when those words do not receive the 
pratyaya cvi (5.4.50) in the sense of becoming what the thing previously 
was not." 
patapatayate 
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He makes a sound like patat (which he had not made before). 
patat onomatopoeic (i.e. from imitation of sounds) 
patat qac 5.4.57 see avyaktanukara~Jtit 
patat patat qac qaci dve va' 8; P. 8.1.12 
prakare gu!Javacanasya 
patat pata aqaci krte ti lopa (te/:t 6.1.143) 
(t-p-pa) (namreqitasyantasya tu va 6.1.99) 
patapata kya$ te 
nityam amreqite qaci ( 6.1.100) (pararapam) 
"For such a doubled sound imitation word in the presence of qac (= a) in 
place of the final t of the first member and the initial consonant of the 
second member, the form of the subsequent is the one ade&a for both." 

2.22.8 vacanaprama7Jyat 
'Due to the authoritative statement of a rule', an expression frequently 
used by the varttika to refer to the pre-eminence of a statement made 
by the satra-kara Pa~Jini. 

2.22.13 "nafiiva yuktam anyasadrsadhikara!Je tatha hy arythagati/:t" Nage. 
Pari 74 nanu bhrsadhibhyo bhuvyacve/:t 3.1.12 ityadau vidhzyamana 
!cyan kva dik$a bhrsa bhavantzty atrapi syad ata aha 
"One might say that the pratyaya !cyan which by 3.1.12 may be added 
to bhrsa etc., when they do not end with the pratyaya cvi to denote the 
meaning expressed by the dhatu bha may be added to bhrsa also in the 
phrase kva diva bhrsa bhavanti 'Where are the (stars that were) visible 
(by night) in daytime?' (i.e. kva diva bhrsayante) because bhrsa in this 
phrase does not end in cvi and is in construction with bhavanti." (The 
varttikakara or a previous paribht1$a formulator) says therefore ... (tr. 
in text) "An expression formed ... " The bha$Ya then explains. 

2.22.13 nafiyuktam iva yuktam va yuktimcid iha drsyate tatrantyasmims 
tatsadrse karyam 

vijfiayate tatha hy artho gamyate 
Nage&a glosses on Pari. 74 
"Whenever we see (in a rule) any term which is formed either by the 
addition of (the negative nafi or by that of iva to (some other word) we 
know that the operation (which is taught in the rule must take effect), in 
something which differs from (and is at the same time similar to that which 
is denoted by that other word) because it is in this way that (such terms) are 
generally understood (in ordinary life)." 

2.22.15 abrahma7Jamanayety ukte brahma7Ja sadrsa anzyate nasaulo$tam 
anzya krtz bhavati (abrahmaTJam anaya) 

"For when (somebody has been told) 'fetch a non-BrahmaTJa' and has 
thereupon brought a lump of earth, he is not considered to have done 
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what he ought to have done." 
In ordinary life 'abrahamm;a' denotes the one who though he is not a 
Brahma1J,a is yet similar to a Brahma1J,a, e.g. a ksatriya, but it cannot denote, 
for example, a lump of earth. 
Accordingly kymi can be added by 3.1.12 to bhrsa etc. only when it does 
not end with cvi and yet is similar to words that end in cvi. 
cf also the earlier (?) explanation of na = iva. 
"hira~Jyadanto rapaso nasanul; na hi esa sunul; 
who has golden teeth is not the inciter of bodily defect for this one is not 
one who urges the sun 
sunurupo hi esa san na satul; 
For (though) being of the form of the inciter he is not the one who urges 
(sun)." 
(jaiminrya upanisad brahma7Ja 3.3 .15) 
i.e. when the sense to be expressed is that 'that which formerly was not 
bhrsa becomes or is bhrsa. In the other cases however, kva diva etc. it 
follows that 3.1.12 cannot be applied. cf 

sloka vartika nama dhatvarthayogr ca 
apohavada 33 nainam naii pratisedhakal; 
kumarila vadato brahma7Jadharmo 
( abhatatadbhava) anyamatravirodhinau 

'naii having connection with the increasing of the dhatu and a noun is not 
negative in fact, as non-brahmin and non-righteousness of one speaking are 
not contradictory of (having) different mother. (7)' 

2.22.18 abhi manasa (mana (dio ao ao 1176 jiiane) asun (uo 4.189) (kara!Je) 
abhimanaya nom-a (opt. manayate) 

to long for, desire Bhatt 5.73 
sumanas 
sumanaya nom. a to become cheerful or happy 
unmanas 
unmanayate to become perplexed or excited Das 63.7 
durmanas 
durmanayate to become troubled or sad, KaS. 
All in the bhrsadi ga!Ja. 
tinatin 8.1.28 
"A tin ending word (i.e. a finite verb) is anudatta accented (when after a 
word not ending in a tin (verbal pratyaya)." 
e.g. devadattal; pacati 
nighata iti (caus. of ni-han) 
a blow, stroke, suppression or absence of accent 
A. V. Prat toning down, anudatta or grave accent. 
Kai. "mana!; sabdat kyani krte manayata ity asya tiiwntasya 
padasyatinantat svadel; padad uttaratvat prakrtyarthavisesa~Jatve tu 
sumanayata ityadi tinantarrz sarrzpadyata iti tadvyatiriktapadantara 'bhavan 
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nighatabhavaf:z upasargasya tu dhatvantarbhavat tataf:z parvama4atau 
prapnutaf:z kymiante ca tasyanupravdat tadvyatiriktapadabhavat 
samasa 'bhavat lopa prasmigaf:z kyanantac ca sani krte sopasargasya 
dvirvacanaprasangaf:z." 
"There is (anudatta accent) when kyan is effected after the word manas for 
(the form) manayate, ending in tin because of following the word su and the 
rest, not ending in tin. However, when (the upasarga) qualifies the base, 
(the forms) sumanayate etc. become tin ending and because of the absence 
of another word different from it there is absence of suppressed accent/ 
anudatta. However, because of the upasarga being included in the dhatu 
these (wrongly) obtain the augment at and at before it (instead of directly 
preceding the dhatu itself)." 

And because of its entering into a kyan ending (dhatu), because of the 
absence of a pada!word separate from it, and because of the absence of a 
samasa (technical name), there is no possibility/occasion for lopa (of sup 
endings). And when san (desiderative) is effected after a kyan ending dhatu, 
there is the possibility (undesired) of reduplication of the upasarga." 

2.22.23 sopasargad iti cedati do$a 
If we accept the statement 'after the word together with an upasarga' 
there is a fault in relation to at agama 

by lunlan!nk$Vaqudattaf:z 6.4.71 (angasya) 
"At with udatta accent acts as the augment of the initial of a verbal 
anga!stem, in the presence of the aorist, imperfect and conditional (tense 
pratyayas)." 
So here the augment would have to be for the initial of the upasarga 
preceding the dhatu not of the dhatu itself (which is required) 
by adyantau takitau 1.1.46 

2.23.5 svamanayata "He was or became cheerful." 
su at manaya (yananta) (ta) Zan (imperfect) 
If the statement is accepted at would here have to augment the initial of su. 

2.23.6 !yap krt pratyaya ya adda in place of ktva (indeclinable participle/ 
gerund) when the dhatu it follows is preceded by an upasarga with which it 
is compounded, by samase 'nafiparve ktvo !yap 7.1.37 
"In a compound the first member of which is an indeclinable but not nafi, 
!yap is adesa for ktva." 
l by Ziti 6.1.193 
'udatta on the syllable immediately preceding the pratyaya having it l.' 
p by hrasvasya piti krti tuk 6.1. 71 augment t 
sumanayya sumanaya !yap ato lopaf:z 6.4.48 (ardhadhatuke) 
7. abhi mi manay it $ate 
'sanyanof:z' 6.1.9 
"For a non-reduplicate dhatu ending in san or yan (intensive) pratyayas 
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there is reduplication." it augment by ardhadhatukasyedvaladef:t 7.2.35 

The reduplicate syllable is mi because the dhatu is to be reduplicated not the 
dhatu and an upasarga together; otherwise abhi would have had to be 
reduplicated. 
sanyata/:t 7.4.73 
"Short i is adda for a of the reduplicate in the desiderative" 
sanyafw/:t 6.1.9 

"(For a non-reduplicate) dhatu ending in san (desiderative) or yali 
(intensive) pratyayas there is reduplication." 
ato lopa/:t 6.4.48 
"Thee at the end of a stem is elided before an ardhadhatuka pratyaya." 

7. avasyaTTt saTTtgramayate "It is essential that the form saTTtgramayati be 
taken as together with its upasarga." 

saTTtgrama ( cu 0 u 0 a 0 1123 yuddhe) 1Ji 
So that this exceptional case be allowed for, where the upasarga sam is 
intended as part of the dhatu 

a saTTtgramayata sara/:t Imperfect !ali with agama at 

"The hero made war or fought." 

2.23 .I 0 paraligavadbhavaTTt vak$Yami 
"The condition of being like a part of that which follows " I will say ... 
'treatment of a word as part of another' 

cf subamantrite paraligavatsvare 2.1.2 

"A word ending in a sup/case pratyaya, when followed by a word in the 
vocative/amantrita (2.3.48) is regarded as if it were a part/miga of such a 
vocative word when a rule relating to accent is to be applied." i.e. a sup 

ending word enters as it were the body of the vocative word, by 
amantritasya ca 6.1.198 
"The first syllable of a vocative has udatta accent." 
e.g. sub has parr subhaspatz 'of prosperity' the Lords. 
The udatta on patr now falls on su because the two words are considered as 
a single word. 

2.23.15 uktarthanam aprayoga/:z 
cf previous note. 
kyalia ktatvad acararthasya(jal:z 

'because by kyali has been expressed the sense of conduct (there is not 
applicability) of ali (in that sense).' 
cf upamanad acare 3 .1.1 0 

"Kyac (optionally) acts in the sense of conduct (towards someone) after a 
word ending in a sup/case pratyaya denoting the object of comparison." 
kartuf:z kyalisalopas ca 3.1.11 

"Kyali optionally acts in the sense of conduct ... and there is elision of final 
s." 
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2.23.19 utpucchyate 
It raises its tail. Vop. 21,17 

pucchabhav4acrvartl1JTJili 3.1.20 (karave) 
"The pratyaya TJiTJ in the sense of making, acts after puccha (tail) bhm:uta 
(pot) and crvara (rags) as the karman!object of the action." 

2.23.19 c.f. also vibha:)otpucche 
In the tatpuru:)a the word ... utpuccha may optionally have udatta on the 
final. 

2.23.21 lohitiidiqiijbhya/J kyafi 1131111311 

kimarthal; kakaral; I gw;avrddhiprati~edharthal; I nkitrti I gw;a
vrddhiprati~edho yatha syat I naitad asti prayojanam I sarva
dhatukardhadhatukayor angasya gw;a ucyate dhatos ca vihital; 
pratyayal; se~a ardhadhatukasafijfiam labhate na cayam dhator 
vidhryate I lohitadrni pratipadika"(li 

Pa"(lini 3.1.13: The pratyaya kya~ acts in the sense of becoming (what 
the thing previously was not) after the words lohita etc. and after those 
that end with the pratyaya qac (5.4.57). 

Bha~ya: What is the purpose of the letter k (of kya~)? For the purpose 
of prohibiting gu"(la and vrddhi. So that there should be prohibition of 
gu"(la and vrddhi when that having an indicatory k, g or n follows. 

This is not the purpose. It is stated that when a sarvadhatuka or an 
ardhadhatuka pratyaya follows gu"(la acts for the final ik (viz. i u r t 
vowel) of an anga/base. And the remaining pratyayas ordained after a 
dhatu receive the technical name ardhadhatuka and this (pratyaya 
kya~) is not ordained after a dhatu. The words lohita and the rest are 
pratipadikas/crude bases (not dhatus). 

2.24.1 samanyagraha"(ltlrthas tarhi I kva samanyagrahm;arthenarthal; I 
nal; kye ( 1.4.15) iti I nayam nantad vidhryate II iha tar hi/ yasya 
halal; kyasya vibha~a ( 6.4.49, 50) iti I nay am halantad 
vidhryatell iha tarhi I apatyasya ca taddhite 'nati kyacvyos ca 
(6.4.151, 152) iti I 

2.24.5 nayam apatyad vidhryate II iha tarhi I kyac chandasi (3.2.170) 
iti yacchandasrty etavad vaktavyam C!}rg!Jyul; t!}rg1Jyul; 
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bhuralJ,yur ity evam art ham I I 
Then it is for the purpose of general mention. Where is there (exhibited 
some) purpose in a general mention? (In the rule) nab kye (1.4.15) "The 
word form ending in n is called pada when kya follows" (i.e. pratyayas 
kyac, kyan and kya~). This (pratyaya kya~) is not ordained after (a 
word) ending inn. (Therefore general mention is not the purpose). 

Here is the sotra 'yasya halal)' (6.4.49) "When a consonant 
precedes the final y in a verbal stem, this y is lopa/elided, before an 
ardhadhatuka pratyaya" (and the satra) kyasya vibha~a (6.4.50) "The 
elision/ lopa of y of the denominative stem pratyaya kya is optional 
when preceded by a consonant and followed by an ardhadhatuka 
pratyaya". This (kya~) has not been ordained after that ending in a 
consonant. (Therefore this is not the purpose.) 

Here then, apatyasya ca taddhite 'nati (6.4.151) "They belonging 
to a patronymic pratyaya, preceded by a consonant is lopa/elided 
before a taddhita pratyaya when it does not begin with a" and kyacvyos 
ca (6.4.152) (halab, lopab) "They belonging to a patronymic pratyaya 
preceded by a consonant is elided before the denominative pratyaya 
kya and the adverbial pratyaya cvi". This (pratyaya kya~) is not 
ordained after a patronymic pratyaya. (Therefore this is not the 
purpose.) 

2.24.6 idam tarhi prayojanam I yattadakrdyakara iti drrghatvam 
tatra ktiidgrahalJ,am anuvartate tad ihapi yatha syat I lohitayate 
I kim punab karaTJam tatra knidgrahalJ,am anuvartate I iha ma 
bhat I uruya dhr~TJuyeti I yadi knidgrahalJ,am anuvartate 
pitryam iti pita rrlibhavo na prapnoti rrnbhave knidgrahalJ,af!l 
nivarti~yate yadi nivartate katham asaya I vasaya ca yajamahe I 

This then is the purpose of that letter y which is not a krt pratyaya 
causes lengthening. The mention of knit is continued in the statement 
of dzrgha by the rule when a non-krt letter y follows and should be 
continued in this rule also. (Thus lengthening takes place in) lohitayate. 

But what is the reason why the word ktiiti is specifically mentioned 
as following on (from the previous satra)? So that lengthening should 
not be applicable here uruya (instr. of feminine ind. far, to a distance, 
Maitr. S.) dhr~TJuya (ind.) boldly, strongly, firmly (R. V.). 

If the specific word kniti follows on from the previous satra, then 
the (form) pitryam with the adesa/substitute rni does not obtain. When 
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there occurs the adda/substitute rrn the specific mention of it k and n 
will cease (to be applicable). If it ceases how do we get the form asaya 
vasaya ca yajamahe (Rgveda 1.97.2) "(For a fine field, for pleasant 
paths), for wealth, we sacrifice to you"? 

24.10 asayater asaya vasayater vasaya I athava chandasam etad 
dr$tanuvidhis ca cchandasi bhavatrti I yadi cchamdasatvaytl 
hetunartha/:z. knidgrahaflenanuvartamanena I kasman na bhavati 
uruya dhr$TJuyeti I chandasatvat II athavas tv atra drrghatvartZ 
chandasaytl hrasvatvartZ bhavi$yati I tadyatha I upagayantu maytl 
patnayo garbhiTJyo yuvataya iti II 

From asayati (discontented with) (is derived the form) asaya 
(displeasure, indignation (esp. at the merit or happiness of another), 
envy and jealousy) (and) from vasayati ("He desires wealth") is 
derived vasaya (ind. through desire of wealth). 

Otherwise this is peculiar to the Veda. And the operation or 
application of the rule is in accordance with the words seen in use in 
the Veda. 

If being peculiar to the Veda is the cause, then no purpose is 
(served) by the mention of knit (from the previous satra). Why is (kya$) 
not applicable in the case of the forms uruya (far) and dhr$TJUya 
(boldly)? Because (they are forms) peculiar to the Veda. 

Otherwise (in classical literature) let there be lengthening of the 
vowel here. The shortening will be peculiar to the Veda, as for example 
upagayantu maytl garbhiTJayo yuvataya/:z. "Let the young pregnant wives 
sing to me". 

24.15 atha kimartha/:l $akara/:z. I vise$aflartha/:z. I kva vise$aflarthena
rtha/:z. I va kya$a/:z. (1.3 .90) iti I va yaditi hy ucyamane pasya 
ato 'pi prasajyeta I naitad asti prayojanam I parasmaipadam ity 
ucyate na cata/:z. parasmaipadartZ napy atmanepadartZ pasyama/:z.l 
samanyagrahaflavighatarthas tarhi bhavi$yati I kva stlmtlnya
grahafltlvighatarthenartha/:z. I kyac chandasrti I yacchandasrty 
evaytl vaktavyartZ curaflyu/:z. turaflyu/:l bhura]Jyur ity evam artham I 

Now what is the purpose of the letter $? For distinguishing (it from 
other pratyayas). Where is the purpose for the sake of distinguishing 
served? (In the satra) va kya$a/:z. (1.3.90) "The pratyayas called 
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parasmaipada act optionally after the denominative verbs ending in the 
pratyaya kya$''. For if it were simply stating "va yat" "optionally after 
ya" it would be applicable even after a short a of pasya "A multitude of 
nooses or ropes, a net". 

This is not the purpose that parasmaipada be stated, because here 
we do not see parasmaipada nor even atmanepada pratyayas. 

Then it will be for the purpose of common mention or inclusion 
without hindrance to application (of a particular term to others where it 
should apply). Where is the purpose for the sake of meaning common 
mention without hindrance to application (of a particular term to 
others)? (In the rule) kyacchandas (3.2.170) "The pratyaya u acts in the 
chandas!Veda after dhatus that have taken the denominative pratyaya 
kyas in the sense of the agent having such a habit etc. In fact it should 
be stated viz. yacchandasi "after ya in the Veda (omitting k)". So the 
purpose is (for the forms) curm;yu/:l (thief), tura~:tyu/:l (swift), 
bhura~:tyu/:l (quivering). 

2.24.20 lohita4ajbhya/:l kyasvacanam Ill// 

lohita4ajbhya/:l kyas vaktavya/:l I lohitayati lohitayate I pata
patayati patapatayate II athanyani lohitadzni I 

Varttika 1: The rule (should be) after lohita and after those words 
ending in the pratyaya 4ac kyas pratyaya acts. 

Bhasya: It should be stated after lohita and those words ending in 4ac, 
kyas pratyaya acts. 
lohitayati, lohitayate "He becomes red", 
patapatayati, patapatayate "He makes the sound patpat", 
damadamayati, damadamayate "He makes the sound damadama". 
Now (what about) the others (in the group) lohita and the rest (what of 
them)? 

24.23 bhrsadisv itara!Ji 11211 

bhrsadi~v itara~:ti pathitavyani I kim prayojanam I nita ity 
atmanepadarn yatha syad iti 

Varttika 2: The others are to be read in the (ga~:ta) bhrsa and the rest. 
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Bhii.$ya: The rest are to be read/recited in (the ga~J,a) bhrsa and the rest. 
What is the purpose? So that the rule (anudatta) nita atmanepadam 
(1.3.12) "That having an it! indicatory 1i (as well as gravely accented 
dhatu in the Dhatupatha takes) atmanepada (vibhaktipratyaya when 
the fruit accrues to the agent)" should be applicable". 

NOTES ON MAHABHASYA ON PAfilNI 3.1.13 

Viirttika Summary 
In the first varttika Katyayana states a restriction on the satra. kya!f acts only 
after the word lohita and those words ending in cjac. The rest he says in the 
second varttika are found in bhrsa and the rest. 

Bhii!iya Summary 
Patafijali's introduction to the first varttika begins by showing that it k 
cannot be for prohibiting gw:w or vrddhi because lohita etc. are pratipadikas 
not dhatus, nor is it for general mention, since no words end inn (1.4.15) or 
a consonant (6.4.49, 50), or ordained after patronymic (6.4.151-2) nor is k 
needed in 'kyacchandasi' (3.2.170). Finally, it is stated that the purpose is so 
that the letter y not a krt, causes lengthening, kniti being in anuvrtti, and the 
various Vedic exceptions being due. (Shortening here being peculiar to the 
Veda.) 

In the case of the it !f, after showing that it cannot be for distinguishing, 
because neither atmane nor parasmaipada are seen in the context of 1.3.90, 
nor can it be for common mention in 3.2.170, if we accept that applies only 
to three forms. 

On the first varttika he simply provides the implied two ubhaya pada 
examples. Finally on the second varttika he explains why those other than 
lohita are to be read in bhrsa ga~Ja. And, being followed by kyan having an it 
it, atmanepada only would be applicable. 

2.23.21 Kasika "lohitadibhyo cjajantebhyas ca kya!f pratyayo bhavati" 
"The pratyaya kya!f acts after the words lohita and words ending in the 
pratyaya cjac." 

lohita m.f. (a or lohinl) n. (cf rohita) red, red coloured, reddish 
ruha (bhvao pa o a o 859 brjajanmani pradurbhave ca) it an 
ruhe ras ca lo va u 0 3.94 
cjac avyaktanukara~Jtld dyajavararddhadanitau cjac 5.4.57 
See 3.1.12 Va. 3 Note 
kya!f sum Denominative dhatu forming pratyaya ya after which both 
parasmaipada and atmanepada pratyayas are added. 
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lohitayati lohitayate kiti ca 1.1.5 
2.23.22 kiti gw;vrddhipratisedho 
"And that word element, which otherwise would have caused gu~J,a or vrddhi 
does not do so, when that has an indicatory k, g, or n." 
Thus the k of kyas would seem to have this function. 

2.23.23 sarvadhatukardhadhatukyoh (7.3.84) angasya gu~J,a (ucyate) 
"Gu~J,a from 7.3.82 miderguJJah acts in the place of the final ik vowel by 
1.1.3 iko gu~J,avrddhi of an angalstem (6.4.1 angasya) before the 
sarvadhatuka 3.4.113 and ardhadhatuka 3.4.114-17 pratyayas." 
23. dhatoh ca vihita pratyayah 
cf 3.1.91 "As far as the end of the third adhyaya from 3.1.91 the pratyayas 
are understood to be enjoined after a dhatu." 
cf sesa ardhadhatukasamjfia labhate 
ardhadhatukam sesah 3.4.114 (tin sit pratyayab dhato/:l, varjayitvtl) 
"The remainder, (i.e. the pratyayas other than tin (verbal pratyayas) and 
those with an indicatory s attached) acting after a dhatu are called 
ardhadhatuka." 

2.24.2 nayam nantad vidhryate "This is not ordained after a word ending in 
n." 

Kas. "na hi pathitanam madhye nakarantab sabdo 'sti" 
Kas. 'For there is no word among those read (in the lohita ga~J,a) which ends 
in the letter n.' 
yasya halab 6.4.49 
"In place of the syllable ya final of an anga (verbal stem) preceded by a 
consonant, lopa elision acts, in the presence of an ardhadhatuka pratyaya" 
(Otherwise by the previous sutra 'ato lopab' 6.4.49 only the final a of ya 
would have been lopa by alo 'ntyasya 5.1.22 
e.g. bebhidya tumun bebhiditum 
kyasya vibhasa 6.4.50 
"The lopa elision ofkya in those circumstances is optional." 
i.e. precedence by a consonant and followed by an ardhadhatuka pratyaya 
kya denotes kyac and kyan not kyas. 

2.24.8 uruya Maitr. S. 3.7.8 for uruya ind. far, far off; uruya, (Instr. of the 
fern.) to a distance from uru ilr~J,afi (ao U 0 seo 1039 acchadane) 
(u~J,ortanulopas ca) 

ma ha ti hrasvas ca uo 1.31 
ghrsJJuya Ind. boldly, strongly, firmly, for ghrsJJupssa 
V.S.Prat. 520; R.V. 4.21.4, etc. 
P. 7.1.39 

supa suluk purvasavar~J,a a at se ya rja rjya yac alab 7.1.39 
"The following irregular endings act in place of various sup/case endings in 
the Veda. 
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1. sa of nom. sg. for as of pl., 
2. luk elision of sup endings, 
3. single substitution of homogeneous long vowel, 
4. a, 
5. at, 
6. e for nom. pl. ending, 
7.ya, 
8. a (qa) with elision of last vowel and consonant, 
9. ya (qma) with similar elision (yac), and 
10. a (l accent). 

Thus (ya) gives uruya ghr$1Juya for uru1Ja and ghr$uya the regular 
instrumental (or neuter) forms by iko 'ci vibhaktau 7.1.73 
"Num ('n') is the agama for a napu171sakalneuter ending when a vibhakti/ 
case pratyaya follows beginning with a vowel." 

2.24.8 yadi kidgraha]Jam anuvartate pitryam iti pita rzn bhavo na prapnoti 
If mention of kit follows on then the form pitryam by pituryac ca 
4.3.79 (than) tata agatal; 4.3.74 

"The pratyaya yat as well as than act in the sense of come thence after 
the word." 

pitr for pa (ao pao ao 1056 rak$a]Je) trn (uo 2.95) 

pituragata171 = paitrka171 pitryam 
derived from or relating to a father, paternal, patrimonial, ancestral, with the 
adesa rz 
'rzna rtal; 7.4.27 (yi cvau, akrtsarvadhatukayol;)' 
"Rz is adda for the final short r of a stem, before a pratyaya beginning with 
y when it is not a krt or a sarvadhatuka pratyaya and before the adverbial 
pratyaya cvi." 
r of this being elided by yasyeti ca 6.4.148 (bhasya taddhite lopal;) 
"The final i and a (long and short) of a weak/bha stem are lopa/elided before 
a taddhita pratyaya and before the feminine pratyaya r." 

2.24.10 saya vasaya ca yajamahe 
"How do we get the forms asaya and vasaya needing yak and kyac and 
therefore an indicatory k to prevent gu]Ja?" 

suk$etriya sugatuya vasuya ca yajamahe r. 1.97.2 
"With the desire for a fine field, with the desire for fine paths, and with the 
desire for wealth we sacrifice (to you, 0 Agni)." 
supa atmanal; kyac 3.1.8 
"The pratyaya kya$ acts (optionally) in the sense of desire after a word 
ending in a sup pratyaya expressing the object desired as connected with the 
desirer himself." 
na chandasyayutrasya 7.4.35 

"In the Veda the rules causing lengthening (7.4.25) or substitution of long r 
for final vowel of a stem (7.4.73) do not apply except in the case of putra." 
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apratyayata 3.3.202 (matre) 
suparrz luk 7.1.39 trtrya luk 

2.24.10 asaya displeasure, indignation (especially at the happiness of 
another), envy, jealousy. 

asatra ka7J4vadibhyo yak 3.1.27 
asatra ka • u • se • asaya 
a pratyayat 3.3.202 
ajadyata:;tap 4.1.4 
asaya "through desire of wealth" R. V. 1.197.2 
vasu kyac (akrtsarvadhatukayor drrghaf:t 7.4.25) 
vasa (bhvao pao ao 1005 nivase) u (uo 1.10) 

2.24.10 asayaterasaya (the form) asaya (displeasure) (is derived from the 
denominative asa va ti to be discontented with) or from asave svaha vasave 
svaha- tai· bra· 3.10.7 
"Hail to or (may a blessing rest on) life, hail to wealth" (for asu and for vasu) 
by gheliiti 7.3.111 vasayate vasaya (the form) vasaya (through desire of 
wealth) is derived from vasayati (denom. to desire for wealth). 
suk:;etriya sugatuya vasaya ca yajamahe - R. V. 1.97.2 
See note on P. vasaya long a by 7.4.25 in spite of na chandasyaputrasya 
7.4.35 
Kai. "yadi rrlirabhava eva nivartate na tu drrghavidhav api tada asuvasu
sabdabhyarrz parvavadyadeso krte drrghabhavad asayavasayeti na sidhyati 
asayatef:t km:ujvadiyagantasyasayeti vasayater icchakyajantasya vasayety 
utaram" 
"If only the adesa is not even in the lengthening rule, then when the 
substitute ya is effected as after asu and vasu, because of the absence of a 
long vowel the forms asaya and vasaya are not established. Asaya is formed 
from asayati from kaTJ4vadi gaJJa." 

2.24.13 upagayantu ma patnayo garbhiTJayo yuvataya iti 
"Let the young pregnant wives sing to me." 
somasya vai rajiio 'rdhamasasya 
ratrayaf:t patnaya asana Tai Sa 2.5.6.4 
"The nights were wives of king soma of (one) fortnight ... " and here patni is 
short by reason of vedic usage. 
garbhiJJayo bhavanti vai sa 2.1.2.6 'They become pregnant.' 
From garbhiTJf pregnant woman, short i by vedic licence. 
cf yunasti 4.1.77 
The feminine pratyaya ti acts after the pratipadika and this receives the 
name taddhita pratyaya and thus debars nip 4.1.5 or lii:; 4.1.65 
yu (a· pa • se • 1034 misra!Je) kani 
kaninyuvr:;i u· 1.156 na lopa 8.2.7 
yuvati }as by jasi ca 7.3 .1 09 
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yuvataya/:z 
chandasam hrasvatvam 
Shortening peculiar to the Veda 
na chandasya putrasya 7.4.35 
by Patafijali on ambarthanadyor hrasval; 7.3.107 
'ava§yam chandasi hrasvatvam vaktavyam 
upagayantu mam patnayo garbhrt;ayo yuvataya/:z' 
cf. garbhm;ika sthalamadhya ... K.Artha 2.11.42 
'bulging in the middle' (Vol. 3 p. 187) 
cf. pravalakam alakandakam vaivan;ikam ca raktam 
coral, outcaste, coloured red 
padyaragam ca karm;agarbhi~:tikavarjam iti 
lotus, and (free from) making an embryo or product, ruby 
Kai 'var~:tavyasyayena drrgha/:z kriyata ity art hal;' 
'The meaning is the lengthening (in the forms asaya and vasaya) is effected 
by interchange of letters (short for long).' 
by vyatyayo bahulam 3.1.85 (chandasi) 
"In the chandas there is diversely interchange of various vikara7Jas and the 
rest previously ordained." 

2.24.14 va kya$a 1.3.90 
"After the pratyaya kya$, parasmaipada pratyayas act optionally." 
So by this satra 3.1.13 kya$ is ordained and we therefore have lohitayati or 
lohitayate etc. and 
patapatayati or patapatayate etc. 
He makes a sound like pat pat. 

2.24.16 pasya "If va yat (optionally after ya) were stated it would be 
applicable even after the short a of pasya." 
in fact derived by 
pasadibhyo yal; 4.2.49 (tasya samaha/:z 4.2.37) 
"The pratyaya ya acts in the sense of collection thereof after the words pasa 
etc." 
Dh. P. pasa (cu· a· se· 1720 bandhane) ghafi (3.3.19) 
pas ya tap (4.1.4) pasaya 

2.24.15 Kai. "naitad astrti" 
"samanyavihitanam atmanepadaparasmaipadanam 
niyamartham prakara~:tam ity ado$a/:z" 
There is no fault because the matter/production (of$) is for the purpose of a 
restriction to the generally ordained atmanepada and parasmaipada 
pratyayas. 

2.24.19 yacchandasrty evam 
"After ya in the veda (should be stated)" because these four words are 
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derived from yak without an initial it k by 3 .1.27. 
km:utvadibhyo yak 

2.24.20 lohitaqajbhya iti 
'The pratyaya kya$ acts after the word lohita and words ending in qac.' 

Kai "adisabdapratyakhyanam etat apathitasangraharthopyadisabdo na 
bhavati, tasya varttikakarm;e dil$itatvat 
"This is a rejection of the word adi!(lohita) and the rest. The word adi is not 
applicable also in the sense of an unread complete enumeration or collection, 
because of its nature being refuted by the Varttika-kara." 
Kas 'bhrsadi$V itar{11Ji' yani lohitadi$U pathyante tebhyal; kya$ eva apari
pathitebhyas tu kya$ eva bhavati 
The rest of lohit-adi will be found in the bhrsadi gaiJa. 
The words quoted in the (group) lohita and the rest have kyan only after 
them, (others) not quoted (it being an akrti gaiJa) have kya$ only after them. 
e.g. varmayati varmayate to become clad with armour. 

2.25.1 kafitiiya kramm;te 113/1114// 

ka$ttlyeti kim nipatyate I ka$tasabdac caturthrsamarthat 
kramm;e 'narjave kyaiz nipatyate I ka$ttlya karma!Je kramati 
ka$ttlyate I atyalpam idam ucyate ka$ttlyeti I 

Ptt~Jini 3.1.14: The pratyaya kyaiz, in the sense of undertaking moral 
crookedness, acts after the word ka$ta (trouble or evil) when the latter 
has the fourth (sup/case vibhakti pratyaya) in construction. 

Bhtl$ya: Why is the word ka.$ta put down or mentioned as an irregular 
form? Kyaiz is 'put down' or mentioned irregularly in the sense of 
undertaking moral crookedness after the word ka$ta which is 
syntactically connected through the dative sampradana!fourth case. 
ka$ttlya karmafle kramati ka$ttlyate "He undertakes to do evil" (He has 
wicked intentions). The word ka$ttlya speaks very little (about the 
usage). 

2 .25.4 sattrakak$aka$tagahanebhyab ka!Jvacikfr$tlyam II 1 II 

Varttika 1: After sattra kak$a ka$ta krcchra and gahana (kyaiz acts) in 
the sense of gahana in the sense of desiring to do evil. 
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2.25.5 sattrakak~aka$tagahanebhya/:l ka7Jvacikrr~ayam iti vaktavyaml 
sattrayate I sattra I I kak~a I kak~ayate I I kak$a I I ka$ta I 
ka$tilyate I ka~ta I I gahana gahanayate I I 

Bhil$ya: It should be stated that (kyan acts) after sattra kak$a ka$ta 
krcchra and gahana in the sense of desiring to do evil. Sattra (n. 
session, great soma sacrifice). 
sattrayate "He desires to do evil" 
*kak$a (m. lurking) kak$ilyate "He waits for someone in a hidden place, 

lies in ambush and intends something wicked". 
*ka$ta (evil) ka$tilyate "He has wicked intentions". 
*krcchra (m.n. causing trouble or pain, evil, bad) krcchrayate "He feels 

pain or has wicked designs" (Bhatt. 17.76). 
*gahana (n. abyss, depth, inaccessible place) gahanayate "He lies in 

wait for someone in a secret place; he has treacherous intentions 
towards another". 

2.25.7 apara aha I sattradibhyas caturthyantebhya/:t krama7Je 'narjave 
kyanvaktavya/:l I etany evodahara7Jilni II sattradibhya iti kim 
artham I kutilaya kramaty anuvakaya I caturthyantebhya iti kim 
art ham I aja/:l ka$tam kramati I I 

2.25.10 tat tarhi vaktavyam I na vaktavyam I naitatpratyayanta
nipatanam I kim tarhi I tadarthya e$il caturthr I ka$tilya yat 
pratipadikam I ka$tilrthe yat pratipadikam iti I I 

Another says 'It should be stated that kyan acts in the sense of 
undertaking moral crookedness/dishonesty after the words sattra etc. 
ending in the fourth case (in construction)'. Those in fact (just stated) 
are the examples. 

Why (what is the purpose of) "after sattra" etc.? (Otherwise it 
would apply here) kutilaya kramaty anuvakaya (kutilayanuvakaya 
kramati v.1) "He proceeds to uneven recitation of a chapter of the Veda, 
(vedic text)". 

What is the purpose of (saying) "after (those words) ending in the 
fourth sup/case"? (So that it be not applicable to any other case relation, 
like the following) aja/:l ka$tam kramati "The goat steps with 
difficulty". 

Then that surely should be stated? No, it is not necessary to state it. 
This is not a nipatana/irregular form ending in a pratyaya. What then? 
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This fourth ~ase is employed in the sense of 'for the purpose thereof or 
being intended for that'. Ka$tllya in the rule means whatever 
pratipadika(stands) for ka$ta; (in other words) whatever pratipadika is 
in the sense of ka$ta (evil). 

NOTES ON MAHABHASYA ON PAJ:VINI 3.1.14 

Viirttika Summary 
Katyayana simply expands the scope of the satra to have kymi acting after 
sattra etc. 

Bhiiljya Summary 
Patafijali explains the irregular form ka$taya as indicating that kymi acts 
after ka$(a in the sense of sampradana 'undertaking to do wickedness'. 

On the varttika he provides the implied examples, and also gives an 
alternative version of the varttika, stating after sattra etc. and adding with 
sense of the fourth case and undertaking moral crookedness, so kymi does 
not apply to other words like kutilaya or for any other case relation like 
ka$tam. 

Finally he explains that ka$taya is not in fact a nipatana but fourth 
case in the sense of 'being intended for that' (evil). 
Kas. "kyali anuvartate na kya$ I ka$tasabdac caturthrsamarthat 
kramm;e 'rthe 'narjave kyan pratyayo bhavati" 
"Kyan follows on by anuvrtti (from 3.1.11) not kya$. The pratyaya kyan 
acts in the sense of moral crookedness when meaning 'undertaking (that 
moral crookedness)', after the word ka$ta having the same grammatical 
construction as the fourth case." 
Namely karmm;a yam abhipraiti sa sampradana1]1 1.4.3 
"Whom one intends to connect with in the mind by means of the karman 
(be it gift, offering, or sacrifice) that is sampradana/dative!fourth case." 
ka$taya ka$ta lie lier yal; 7.1.13 supi ca 7.3.102 (drrgho-yafii) 
ka$ati ka$a (bhva 0 pa 0 se 0 695 hi1]1stlrtha/:t) kta 
kticktau ca sa1]1jfiayam 3.3.174 (asi$i) 
krcchragahanayol; ka$a/:t 7.2.22 (na it) 
bad R. - ill, evil, wrong - Mn. 7.210; miserable Mn. 12.75; troublesome 
Mn. 7.186; worst Mn. 7.50; dangerous, inaccessible P. 7.2.22 who has 
resorted to evil. 
cf Kas on 'ahrne dvitrya 6.2.47 'ka$tasrital;' 

2.25.1 kramm;e kramm;a Iii 

m. a step; n. stepping, going, walking, R.V. 6.70.3; ifc. transgressing, 
Mbh. 12.16.254; a step R.V. 1.155.5 approach or undertaking anything 
(Dat.) P. 3.1.14 
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kramyatyanena kara7Je lyut 
kramu bhva 0 pa 0 se 0 67 3 padavik$epe 
kara7Jadhikara7Jayos ca 3.3.117 (lyut) 

2.25.2 ka${ayeti kim nipatyata iti 
"Why is the irregular form ka$taya laid down?" i.e. fourth case when it 
should be fifth case. 
Kai. "vidhavanarjavam eva krama7Jam iti vise$0 na labhyata iti krama7Ja
vise$alabhaya nipatanasrayaJJam" 
There is resort to nipatana form to obtain the qualification undertaking/ 
krama7Ja because the sense krama7Ja is not obtained in the rule (without it), 
only (the sense of) moral crookedness. 

2.25.3 ka${tlyate ka$ta kyali akrtsarvadhatukayor drrgha/:t 7.4.24 
'to have wicked intentions' Vop.21.10 

2.25.4 atyalpam idam ucyate 
common phrase of Pataiijali. This (expression) k~taya states too little, i.e. 
the scope of the rule should be wider. 
2.25.5 sattra 
Session, a great soma sacrifice (from thirteen to one hundred days) a house, 
an assumed form or disguise, liberality, R. V. 7.33.13 
Amara 3.181 "sattramacchadane yajiie sadadane vane 'pica srdantyatra I 
anena va" 
Dh.P. $adlr (Kyao pao ao 854 visaraJJagatyavasadane$u) 
in dissolution, going and causing to sink, disheartening 
sad Stran (uo 4.159) 
sattrayate sattra kyali 
to desire to do evil. 

2.25.6 kak$a m. lurking place, hiding place R. V. 10.28.4; large wood (?) 
R.V. 6.45.31; dry grass, plant, armpit 
ka$ati ka$yate va Dh.P. ka$a bhva 0 pa 0 se 0 685 hir(lSartha/:t 
vrtrvadihanika$ibhya/:t sa/:t U 0 3.63 
kak$a ~mi - kak$ayate to wait for anyone in a hidden place, lie in 
ambush, intend anything wicked. 
ka$ta see above 2.25.letc. 
krcchra m.f.n. causing trouble or pain, painful, Mbh. 3.1366 etc. R. 3.74.28 
etc. 
Amara 1.9.4 "syatka$tam krcchramabhrlam "I krntati, krtr tu 0 pa 0 se 0 1435 
chedane krte&cha/:t kra ca u 0 2.21 iti rak chas ca 
krcchra kyali krcchrayate to feel pain Ap.Sr; P. 3.1.18. 
2) to have wicked designs P. 3.1.14, Bhatt. 17.76. 

2.25.6 gahana m.f.(a) n. deep, dense, thick, inexplicable M.Bh. 3.16.235, 
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4.5.12; n. an abyss, depth (water Naigh. 1.12 Nir. 14.11) R. V. 10.129 an 
inaccessible place, impenetrable darkness R.V. 1.132.6 S.Br. 15.7.2.17. 
amara 2.4.1 atavyarm;yam vipinarrt gahanarrt kananarrt vanam 
gahyate gaha bhvao ti 0 Se 0 649 viloqane 
bahulamanyatrapi u 0 2. 78 iti yuc 
krcchra gahanayo/:t 7.2.22 iti nirdesad dhrasva/:t 
gahana kymi gahanayate 
to lie in wait for someone in a secret place, to have treacherous intentions 
towards another 

2.25.5 ka!Jva N. of a renowned r~i R.V. 1.35.10 etc., a peculiar class of evil 
spirits A. V. 25.3, 4, 5; n. sin, evil, comm. on VTJ. 1.158. 
kaTJa ( cu 0 u 0 se 0 1716 nimrlane) kvan 
asupru~ikaTJikhativisibhya/:t kvan u 0 1.152 

2.25.9 kutilayeti 
Kai duradhyeyatvad anuvakasyanarjavam astrti bhava/:t 
The sense is that there is crookedness/unevenness of the recitation of the 
Vedic text because of its nature of being difficult to be studied and learnt 
'aja iti' Kai. "anarjavayuktarrt panthanarrt gacchatrty artha/:t" 
"The meaning is that (the goat) goes on a path having unevenness." 

2.25.10 tadarthya e~a caturthr 
"This fourth case has the sense of 'being understood intended for that' 
or the nature of being for the purpose of another." 

caturthr sampradane 2.3.13 
The fourth case ending acts to express the sense of sampradana (recipient) 
if not already expressed otherwise. 
karma!Jtl yam abhipraiti sa sampradanarrt 1.4.32 
"Whom one intends to connect with in the mind by means of the karman 
(be it gift, offering, or sacrifice) that is the sampradanalrecipient." 

2.25.10 caturthrvidhane tadarthye upasamkhyanam 1 Varttika 
"To the rule caturthr (sampradane) the word tadarthye, in the sense of 
being intended/for the sake of that, should be added ... " 

Bha~ya example yapaya daru kuTJ4alaya hiraTJyam 
Wood for the sacrificial post. Gold for the earring. 

2.25.11 ka~taya yad iti ... 
Kai. "ka~tak~aTJtlrthapratipadanaya yat pratipadikarrt prayujyate tasmat 
krama!Je 'rthe kymi bhavatrty artha/:t krama!Javise~as canarjavam abhi
dhanasaktisvabhavyal labhyate vyavasthitavibha~avijfianac ca papadi
bhyo 'tiprasmiga bhavaf:t" 

The sense is 'That pratipadika which is used for teaching the sense 
indicated by ka$ta (bad, crookedness) has kyali applicable after it in the 
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vrtu bhva· a· se· 758 vartane 
nanu ca ktina na bhavitavyam 
IJyasasravyo yuc iti yuca badhitvat 
asmad eva ktin bhavi$Jatzty ado:ja 
or by aca i w;a· 4.139 

25.12 cara1Jarrt careti sampadayitvat kvip 
acting, performance, observance, practice. 
cara bhva· pa· se· 559 gatau bhak$a7Je ca kvip ca 3.2.76 

2.25.13 'udagzr7Jasyeti' Kai. "mukhapradesa akr!ftasyety artha(l" 
The meaning is (the chewing) of something vomited forth 
avagzr7Jasyeti drawn into the region of the mouth; swallowed down. 
Kai. "apanapradesan nisrtasyety artha(l" The meaning is (the chewing) of 
something gone away from the region of the anus or from that vital air 
going downwards and out at the anus. 

2.25.14 Kai. "hanucalana iti hanucalanasahacaritarn carvipasya mukha-
pradesa akr$Ya yac carva~Jam tatra yatha syad ity artha(l" 

The meaning is (the chewing) of that chewed, going with movement of the 
jaws, having drawn into the region of the mouth, so that chewed there 
should be applicable (as the meaning). 

2.25.14 krta iti 
Kai apanapradesan nisrtam asrnati ity artha(l 
The meaning is that 'the insect eats that which has gone forth from the 
region of the anus.' 

2.25.15 anabhighanat 
Kai romanthayata iti kyanantena laukike 
prayoge carvitacarva7Jasyaiva vabhidhanarn na tvarthantarasyartha(l 
The meaning is that 'the verb romanthayate ending with kyan in popular 
use only has the sense of chewing what has been chewed, not of any other 
sense.' 
tapasyati see sa· Bra· 14.6.8.10 
yo va etad ak:jaram aviditva gargi asmil toke juhoti dadati tapasyati api 
bahani var!jasahasra1Ji antaran evasya sa loko bhavati yo va etad ak:jaram 
aviditva gargz asmal lokat praiti sa krpa7Jal:z atha ya etad ak:jararn gargi 
viditvasmal lokat praiti sa brahma7Ja(l 

2.25.18 Bhagavadgrta 
yat karo!ji yad asnasi yaj juho:ji dadasi yat 
yat tapasyati kaunteya tatkuru!jVa madarpa~Jam 9.27 
"Whatever thou doest, whatever thou eatest, whatever thou sacrificest, 
whatever thou givest, in whatever austerity thou engagest, do it as an 
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offering to me." 
Tai Ar 2.9.1 
ajan ha vai prsrnr rrt stapasyamasabrahmasvayambha 

abhyanar!)ata, te r !)ayo 'bhavan, tadr$T1Jamr!)itvam 
quoted by Yaska on Niruo 2.11 

"It is known; because the Self born of Brahma manifested Himself to them 
while practising austerities, they became seers, that is the characteristic of 
the seers." 

2.25.21 biifipO!jmiibhyiim udvamane //3/1/16// 

phenac ceti vaktavyam I phenayate II 

P aTJ,ini 3 .1.16: The pratyaya kymi acts in the sense of emitting after the 
words ba~pa (vapour) and u~TJ,a (heat) as karman/object of the action. 

Bha~ya: And it should be stated that (kymi) also acts after phena (foam, 
froth): phenayate "It foams or froths". 

NOTES ON MAHABHASYA ON PAfilNI 3.1.16 

Bhii!jya Summary 
Pataiijali simply adds 'kymi also acts after phena' and provides the example 
phenayate. 

2.25.21 ba!)pa u!)ma bhyam udavaman Iii 
Kas. "karma7Ja iti vartate ba!)pasabdad u:jmasabdac ca karmar:ta 

udvamane 'rthe kymi pratyayo bhavati" 

'After karman', follows on (from 3.1.15). 
"The pratyaya kyali acts after the word ba!)pa (vapour) and U$1Ja (heat) as 
objects of the action, in the sense of emitting." 
ba$pa m. tear, tears M.Bh. 
also ba!)pa steam, vapour R. 
ba!)pa vayati o vai bhvao pa o se 0 922 po:ja1Je 

bhva a 0 pa 0 a 0 105 ° gatigandhanayol:t 

'kha!)parthilpasa!)pa' VlJ 3.28 (paf:t) 

ba!)parapaparpatalpal:t 
baghr (bhvao ao seo 5 viloqane) + pa 

ba!)pa kymi = ba!)payate to shed tears, weep Rav.; to emit vapour or steam 
L. 
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2.25.21 U$man m. heat, glow, vapour, steam, A.V. 6.18.3 
U$ati rujati U$a (bhva 0 pa 0 se 0 623 rujayam) Pa7Jini 
'anyebhyo 'pi drsyate' 6.2.75 

U$ma kymi U$mayate 
to emit heat or hot vapour, to steam H. Car. 
udvamana Iii n. the act of giving out, emitting, shedding (e.g. tears) 
tu varna (bhvao pao seo 849 udagira1Je) lyut 

lyut ca 3.3.195 

2.25.21 phena m. (once n.) foam, froth, scum R.V. 1.104.3 (cf Eng. foam) 
'sphayate' sphayr ( bhva 0 a 0 se 0 487 vrddhau) nak (the) 
phenamrnau uo 3.3 
phenayate It foams or froths M.Bh. 6.101 H. Car 

London 
U.K. 
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